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Q^pnop. 'SIS 
SYNOPSIS 
Numerical techniques of solving scientific and engineering 
problems are growing in importance, and the subject has become 
an essential part of the training of applied mathematicians, engineers 
and scientists. One reason for this is that numerical methods can 
give the solution when ordinary analytical methods fail, as for 
example in finding the roots of t ranscendental equat ions , or in 
solving certain non-linear differential equations. Numerical methods 
have almost unlimited breadth of application. 
A second and perhaps more important reason for the lively 
interest in numerical procedures is their interrelation with digital 
computers. The price one pays for the general applicability of the 
numerical scheme is arithmetic complexity. Since digital computers 
provide a nearly effortless way (from the point of view of the user) 
to perform the simple but long and tedious computations involved 
in problem solving by the numerical method, the advent of these 
marvellous servants has revived interest in what would otherwise 
be only a specialized field of applied mathematics. Furthermore, 
since computers operate essential ly by repet i t ive ar i thmet ic 
opera t ions , the way that computers are p rogrammed to solve 
scientific problems is by the use of procedures which we know as 
numerical methods. The interaction is two fold-numerical methods 
require the computer to do the calculations in all but the simplest 
cases; computers derive their program logic from the body of 
knowledge covered in numerical analysis. 
The thesis is concerned with development of the finite 
difference methods and their convergence for a class of singular 
boundary value problems. The thesis consists of five chapters 
followed by a bibliography. A brief description of the contents of 
each chapter is as follows. 
Chapter-I : Introduction 
In this chapter our aim is to describe all those parameters/ 
methods which are very useful in the present work done in the 
subsequent chapters, II, III, IV and V of the thesis. 
For this purpose we have explained the following, boundary 
value problems, difference methods, linear second order differential 
equations, non-linear second order differential equations, 
convergence of difference schemes, solution of tridiagonal and 
pentadiagonal systems, Newton-Raphson method, cubic spline 
function, singularities in differential equations. 
Chapter-IIrFin i te Di f ference M e t h o d s For a Class 
of S ingular Two Point B o u n d a r y Value P r o b l e m s 
In this chapter we obtain three finite difference methods Kj,K2 
and K, for the singular two-point boundary value problem (2.1). 
The method K, is based on non-uniform mesh, we derive this 
method by taking one more term in the Taylor expansion of f by 
which we get one more term in method (Mj) obtained by Chawla 
and Katti [67]. The advantage of this is that the error is reduced. In 
section 2.2, we derive a method (K^) based on just one evaluation 
of f, in section 2.3, we discuss the convergence of the method 
and in section 2.4, the second order convergence of the method is 
illustrated by the numerical example for various a e (0,1). 
The method (K^) is similar to the method M3 based on uniform 
mesh obtained by Chawla and Katti [67], but in our method we 
take a non-uniform mesh. In section 2.5, we derive the method 
(K^) and in section 2.6, the convergence of the method K^ is 
established. In section 2.7, we consider one numerical example to 
illustrate the method and its second order convergence. 
The method K^ is based on numerical quadrature. The 
advantage of this method is that the coefficients of three point 
scheme are in explicit form and not represented by complicated 
expressions involving summations. Also, our method (K3) has the 
property that, for a = 0 it reduces to the classical fourth order 
Numerov's method. In section 2.10, we illustrate this method for 
uniform mesh as well as non uniform mesh by two numerical 
examples. 
Chapter-Ill: Fourth Order Finite Difference 
Methods and Their Convergence For a Class of 
Singular Two-Point Boundary Value Problems 
In the present Chapter we derive two finite difference methods 
3 
L, & L^ for a uniform mesh as well as non-uniform mesh based on 
three evaluations of f and also these methods have the property 
that for a = 0 both methods reduce to the classical fourth order 
Numerov's method. 
The method (L^) is similar to the method (M^) obtained by 
Chawla and Katti [67] but we take one more term in the method. 
The advantage of taking an addit ional term is that order of the 
error is increased to four. In section 3.2, first we obtain the finite 
difference method. Next in section 3.3, we show that the method 
is of 0(h'*) under appropriate condit ions and in section 3.4, the 
method is illustrated for a uniform mesh as well as non uniform 
mesh by two numerical examples, one is linear and another is non-
linear. 
The method (L^) is similar to the method (K^) obta ined in 
previous chapter. But to derive this method we take one more term 
in the expansion of f in the method (M^) obtained by Chawla and 
Katti [67] . The advantage of this is that the order of error is 
increased to four. In section 3.5, first we obtain our finite difference 
method based on three evaluat ions of f and in sect ion 3.6 we 
show that under quite general conditions on f, the present method 
provides 0(h' ')-convergent approximations and in section 3.7, the 
method and its 0(h ' ' ) -convergence for uniform mesh as well as 
non-uniform mesh is illustrated by the two numerical examples, 
one linear and another non-linear. 
Chapter -IV: Three-Point Finite Difference Methods 
For a Singular Two-Point Boundary Value Problem 
In the present chapter we derive two three-point finite difference 
schemes (M,) and (M^) for the singular two-point boundary value 
problem (4.1). For the purpose we first establish an identity similar 
to Chawla's [67], from which various methods can be derived. 
In sect ion 4 .2 , first we derive the scheme (M J based on 
non-uniform mesh for (4.1). In section 4 .3 , we show that under 
quite general conditions on f' and f " and f o r - oo < d^/dy < 4, the 
present scheme provides 0(h^)-convergence and in section 4.4, 
the second order convergence of the scheme is illustrated by three 
numerical examples, two linear and one non-linear. 
The scheme (M^) is similar to the scheme (M^) but in this 
scheme we take a uniform mesh and one more term in the Taylor 
expansion of f, by which we get one more term in the scheme 
(M^). The advantage of this is that the error is reduced. 
In sect ion 4 .5 , we obtain a scheme (M^) based on three 
evaluat ions on f' and f " and for - oo < 6f/5y < 4, we show that 
o u r p r e s e n t s c h e m e b a s e d on u n i f o r m m e s h p r o v i d e s 
0(h^)-convergent approximations and in section 4.7, we illustrate 
our scheme with three numerical examples, two linear and one 
non-linear. 
C h a p t e r -V : Spline Finite Dif ference M e t h o d s For 
S ingular Two - Point B o u n d a r y Value P r o b l e m s 
In this chapter we derive two spline finite difference methods 
(N ) and (N ). The method (N ) is of second order based on non-
1 2 1 
uniform mesh, while (N ) is a fourth order method bcised on unifonn 
2 
mesh. To derive the method (N ) we use the same technique as for 
2 
(N ) except that we approximate left hand side of (5.1) by a piece -
1 
wise quadratic Lagrange polynomial instead of a linear Lagrange 
polynomial. The advantage of this is that the order of the error is 
increased to four. 
In section 5.2, first we construct a spline and the three point 
finite difference method based on non-uniform mesh, for the 
solution of (5.1). In section 5.3, we show that the scheme is 
2 
0(h )-convergent under appropriate conditions. In section 5.4, the 
method is tested on two numerical examples. The numerical results 
show that the method is robust and the spline gives good 
approximation at the intermediate points. 
In section 5.5, we derive a fourth o'-der method (N ) based on 
2 
five evaluations of f, in section 5.6, the method and its 
4 
0(h )- convergence is illustrated by two numerical examples. 
Chapter-I 
^introduction 
CHAPTER -I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Boundary Value Problems 
Consider the two point boundary value problem 
u" = f ( x , u, u'), X e [ a , b] (1.1) 
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to x, with one 
of the following three boundary conditions. 
The boundary conditions of the first kind are: 
(i) u ( a ) = r,, u ( b ) = r^  (1.2) 
The boundary conditions of the second kind are: 
(li) u ' ( a ) = r,, u ' ( b ) = r, (1.3) 
The boundary conditions of the third kind are: 
(lii) a„ u' (a) - a, u (a) = r, 
b , u ' ( b ) + b, u (b) = r^  (1.4) 
where a^, b^, a ,^ and b, are positive constants 
In (1.1) if all non zero terms involve the dependent variable u 
then the differential equation is called homogeneous; otherwise it 
is inhomogeneous. Similarly, the boundary conditions are called 
homogeneous when r^  and r^  are zero; otherwise they are called 
i n h o m o g e n e o u s . T h e b o u n d a r y va lue p r o b l e m is ca l l ed 
homogeneous if the differential equat ion and the boundary 
condit ions are homogeneous . A homogeneous boundary value 
problem possesses only a trivial solution u(x) = 0. We, therefore 
consider those boundary value problems in which a parameter X 
occurs ei ther in the differential equat ion or in the boundary 
conditions, and we determine values of A, called eigen values for 
which the boundary value problem has a nontrivial solution. Such 
a solution is called an eigen function and the entire problem is 
called an eigen value or characteristic value problem. 
The solution of the boundary value problem (1 . H exists and 
is unique if the following conditions are satisfied: Let u' = z, and 
— oo < u, z < oo 
(i) f (x, u, z) is continuous 
(ii) 5f/c9u and df/dz exist are continuous 
(iii) df/ du > 0 and |af/az| < w, w > 0. 
The numerical methods for solving the boundary value 
problems may broadly be classified into the following two types: 
(i) Difference methods: The differential equation is replaced by 
a set of difference equations which are solved by direct or indirect 
methods. 
(ii) Shooting methods: These are initial value problem methods. 
Here, we add sufficient number, of conditions at one point and 
adjust these conditions until the required conditions are satisfied 
at the other end. 
In practice, the shooting method is quite slow. Therefore we 
ordinarily use finite difference methods for solving boundar\' value 
problems. 
1.2 Difference Methods 
These are the explici t or implici t relat ions be tween the 
derivatives and the function values at the adjacent nodal points. 
We introduce a finite set of grid points. 
x. = a + j h , j = 0 , l ,2 N+1 
where x^ = a , x^^ ,^ = b and h = (b - a) / (N+1) . We write the 
difference scheme in the form 
m 
Z (a u. + A h^u^'') ) = 0 (1.5) 
V V J - V V ) + V '^  ^ -^ 
V = —m 
where u'^ ''^  ^^ , represents the kth order derivative of u(x) at x ^ . The 
weighting factors a^ , and A ,^ are determined by requiring that the 
method (1.5) satisfies certain accuracy condi t ions . The local 
truncation error of the difference method (1.5) may be written as 
m 
T, = Z (a ,^ u ( x , , J + A X u^ ^^  (x.,^,) (1.6) 
v= — m 
The largest value of p for which the relation 
T. =0(hf*'^) (1.7) 
holds for the sufficiently differentiable functions u(x) is the order 
of the difference scheme (1.5). For m = 1, k = 2, A , ^ A, = 0 
and A(j= 1, we get the second order method 
u . _ , - 2 u . + u.,, =h2u". (1.8) 
with the trunction error (h^ * / 1 2) u*^ ' (^), x. , < £, < x ,,, 
The expressions (1.5) and (1.6), fork = 2, m = 1 become 
a^, u,-, + a„ u, + a, u,_,., + h^ (A_, u",^, + A„ u", + A, u",.,) (1.9) 
T = a_, u(x._,) + a„u(x.) + a, u ( x , , ) + h2(A^,u" (x, , ) + A „ u " ( x p 
+ A,u"(x ,^ , ) ) (1 .10) 
Expanding each term on the right hand side of (1.1 0) in Taylor 
series about x. and equat ing the coefficients of h" u^ "^  (x.)/v!, 
V = 0( 1) 5 to zero, we get 
a + a„ + a, = 0 
-1 0 1 
-a_, + a, - 0 
a_,+ a , + 2 (A_,+ A „ + A , ) = 0 
-a_, + a, + 6( - A , + A,) = 0 
a_, + a, +12 (A , + A,) = 0 
-a_, + a, + 20 ( -A , + A,) = 0 (1.11) 
and 
T. = [ a , r*- '(x. , - ty u(^) (t) dt + a . f " ' (x , , - t)^ u^ '^^  (t) dt 
•' 5 ! X •' X . •' 
.1 .1 
+ 20 h^ (A , j ''' (x._, - t)^ u(^ > (t) dt 
X 
.1 
+ A, I ' - | : x . „ - t ) ^ u ^ ^ ) ( t ) d t . ) ] (1 .12) 
X 
,1 
The last equation in (1.11) is automatically satisfied in view of 
the second and fourth equations. We now have five equations in 
six unknowns. We can choose one of the unknowns arbitrarily, say 
a, = 1, and determine the remaining unknowns. We find 
1 10 
a , = 1, a„ = - 2 , A , = A, = , A„ = (1.13) 
12 12 
Substituting (1.13) into (1.12) and simplifying we obtain 
h^ ,1 
T. = 1 (1 - | s P ) ( 3 s 2 - 6 | s | - 2 ) u ^ ^ H x + h s ) d s 
' 360 -1 ' 
u(6)(^)^ - ! < £ , < ! (1,14) 
240 
where x + hs = t. Equation (1.9) becomes 
This is called the Numerov method and the order of the method 
is four. 
1.3 Linear Second Order Differential Equations 
We consider the linear second order differential equation : 
- u " + p(x)u' + q(x)u = r ( x ) , a < x < b (1 15) 
subject to the boundary conditions of the first kind 
u(a) = Y,, u(b) = y, (1 .16) 
The function value u(x) at x is denoted by U and its approximate 
value by u.. Using the Taylor series we can easily verify that 
u (x . , , ) -u (x . ,) h^ 
u ' ( x . ) = - '" ' ' " ' ' u" ' (^ , ) (1 .17) 
' 2h 6 
where x. < r | .< x.^,, and 
.1-1 '.1 .1+1' 
u(x.^ , ) -2u(x.)+u(x ,) h^ 
u " ( x , ) = • ' " \ ^ •'' -'-^ uC^H^.) (1 .18) 
•' h2 12 ' 
where x. < £,. < x. , 
.1-1 ^.1 .1+1 
We have assumed the continuity of u^ '*' in writing 
where 
11 
.^i< /^<V. ^ "^Vl^ V '^'..• 
Neglecting 0(h2) terms in (1.17) and (1.18) and substituting in (1.1 5) 
the finite difference approximation of the differential equation at 
X = x. is given by 
[ u.^, — 2u. + u , -i r u.,, - u. ,-i 
+ q ( x . ) u . = r ( x . ) , 1 < J < N (1.19) 
The boundary conditions (1.16) become 
Upon multiplication by h^/2, (1.19) may be written in the form 
h^ 
A.u. +B.U. + C.U.. - r (x . ) , ) = 1 ( I ) N ( 1 2 1 ) 
.1 . 1 - ' .1 .1 .1 .1'1 J ^ r J V / V / 
where 
1 h 
A , = ( 1 + p(x . ) ) 
2 2 
h^ 
B^ = ( l + q(x . ) ) 
1 h 
C, = ( 1 p(x , ) ) 
2 2 
The system (1.21) in matr ix notat ion, after incorporat ing the 
boundary conditions, becomes Au = b (1 22) 
where u = [ u , , u^, , u^]''" 
h^ 2A,r, 2C y 
b = — - [ r ( x , ) - - — , r ( x , ) , , r (x , . , ) , r(x J ^ ] ' 
2 h^ h-
12 
A = 
B, C, 
A , ^2 
0 
0 
c. 
A R C 
N- 1 N 1 N 1 
AH B ^ 
The solution of the system of linear equations (1 22) will give the 
finite difference solution of the equation (1.15) sa t i s tymg the 
boundary conditions (1.16). 
Local Truncation Error 
The local truncation error T of (1.21) is defined by 
T = A U , + B ,U + C U 
.1 .1 .1-1 .1 .1 .1 .1 
Where U. = u(x,). 
.1 ^ .r 
9 
r(x,) (1 .23) 
Expanding each term on the right side of (1.23) in Taylor's series 
about X , we get 
T = 
24 
[u^'H^-)-2pix^)u^'H^r)], j = l ( l ) N (1.24) 
Where ^.^ e (x. ,, x.^,), ^r e (x ,, x ,) 
1 ^ .1-1 , 1 + 1 - " ^.1 ^ 1 - 1 ' ] i \ ' 
1.4 Non-linear Second Order Differential Equations 
We consider the non-linear second order differential equation 
u" = f(x,u), a < x < b (1.25) 
13 
subject to the boundary conditions of the mixed type 
aoU(a) - a, u'(a) = y, 
b ,u(b) + b , u'(b) = Y, (1 .26) 
The differential equation (1.25) subject to the mixed boundary 
conditions (1.26) will have a unique solution if 
(i) f _ (x,u) is continuous and bounded and 
(ii) f_ (x,u) > 0 for X e [a,b] , u e(-oo,oo). 
The nodal points are given by x , j = 0(1) N + 1 , from (1 .18) we 
substitute u" (x) into (1.25) and obtain 
u. - 2u .+ u.,, =h2 f (x . , u . ) l < j < N (1.27) 
The system (1.27) contains N equations in N+2 unknowns u , 
0 < j < N + 1 . We need to find two more equations corresponding 
to the boundary conditions (1.26). We proceed as follows. Write 
u , = u , + hu'„ + hHPoU"„+(3,u ,") (1 .28) 
where (3^  and 3^ are arbitrary constants to be determined 
The local truncation error of (1.28) may be writtten as 
To = U - U „ - h U ; - h M P „ U ; ' + P , U ; ' ) (1 ,29) 
Expanding terms on the right of (1 .29) in Taylor's series about 
x = x^, we get 
1 1 
+ ( pJh'^U/^>+ ... 
24 2 
14 
To determine P^ and P,, we have the equations 
P o + P , = - - , Pi = T -
1 
Hence, PQ = , p , 
Thus, at Xp we use the discretization 
1 
hu'„ = u , - u , h2(2f(x„, u,) + f (x , ,u , ) ) (1 .30) 
6 
where T^ = ©(h"*) and a^u^ — a^u'^ = y, 
Similarly, at x = x^^^ we use the discretization 
h^ 
hu'^, , = - Uj^  + u^^, + — - (f(Xj^, u^) + 2f(x^^,, u^^,)) (1.31) 
6 
where 
T ^ = O ( h 0 and b„u^,, + b , u ' , , , = y . 
Substi tuting for u'^ and u'^ ^ ,^ into (1.30) and (1.31) respectively, 
together with (1.27) we obtain the following system of equations: 
ha„ 1 h 
(i) ( 1 + ) u „ - u , + hM2f^ + f , ) = Y, 
a, 6 a, 
(ii) - u ._ ,+ 2 u . - u . ^ , + h2f. = 0 , 1 < J < N 
hb, 
(lii) - u ^ + ( l + )u^^ 
b 
0 , 
1 
h2 h 
6 - ' b, 
15 
Thus (1.32) give the required (N+2) nonlinear equations in the 
unknowns u., 0 < j < N+1 . We can solve the nonlinear system by 
Newton's method. 
1.5 Convergence of Difference Schemes 
We shall now use some propert ies of the matr ices for 
es tabl ishing the convergence of the difference schemes for the 
numerical solution of the boundary value problem. 
- u " + f(x,y) = 0, a < X < b 
u(a) = y,, u(b)=Y2 ( 1 3 3 ) 
The difference scheme is given by 
- u . , + 2 U . - U . , + h 2 f = 0 l < i < N (1.34) 
.1-1 .1 .1+1 .1 — ' — ' 
The boundary conditions become 
The exact solution u(x) of (1.33) satisfies 
- u(x._,) + 2u(x.) - u(x.^,)+h2f (V, u(x,)) + T = 0 (1.36) 
Where T. is the truncation error. Subtracting (1.36) from (1.34) 
and app ly ing the Mean va lue Theo rem, and s u b s t i t u t i n g 
e. = u.— u(x.) we get the error equation 
- c . , + 28 , -8 . ^ , + h^f e . - T . = 0 (1 .37) 
.1-1 .1 .1+1 " .1 .1 ^ ' 
where 
T,i=-J^p-"«p. v ,< i ; ,<^M 
which in matrix notation becomes 
ME = T (1.38) 
where 
M = J+Q, 
T = r T T T V 
s j ' ' " 
J = 
9 
0 
-1 0 
- 1 
-1 2 
and 
Q = 
0 
0 
Thus , we note from (1.3 8) that the convergence of the 
difference scheme depends on the properties of the matrix M. We 
now show that the matrix M = J + Q is an irreducible, monotone 
matrix such that M > J and Q > 0. 
Since f _ > 0, j =1(1 )N, we have Q > 0 and hence 
j 
M = J + Q > J 
It follows that 0 < M ' < J ' (1 39) 
From (1.38), we have 
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1|E11<1|M-M111T11<11J-'||||T|| ( 1 . 4 0 ) 
In order to simplify (1.40) further we determine J ' = (j^ ) 
explicitly. On multiplying the rows of J by the j " ' co lumn of J ', 
we have the following equations: 
0) 2 j , ^ - j , ^ = 0 
(II) ^^_, , + 2j, ,4- 2 j , , , , = 0, 2 < i < j - l 
(III) -J i_„ . + 2j. . - j . , , , . = = l , (1.41) 
(iv) - j , _ , . + 2j^ . - j , ^ , , . = 0, j + l < i < N - l 
The solution (1.41 ii), using (1.41 i) is given by 
j . . = c , i , 2 < i < j - l (1 ,42) 
where c^ is independent of i, but may depend on J. Similarly, the 
solution of (1.41 iv), using (1.41 v), is given by 
J, . - c , ( 1 ), J + l < i 5 N - l (1.43) 
•' N + 1 
The constant c, depends only on j . On equating the expression for 
j ^ obtained from (1.42) and (1.43) for i = j , we get 
c j = c, ( 1 ), (1.44) 
N+1 
Also, on substituting the values ofj. . ( i = j - l , j+1) obtained from 
(1.42) and (1.43) in (1.41 iii), we have 
c, 
0, + = 1 (1.45) 
N+1 
Finally from (1.45) and (1.44), we get 
c, = J , 
N - j + 1 
N+1 
(1.46) 
On substituting the values of c^  and c^, we have 
i ( N - j + l) 
' ' .^1 
N+1 
j ( N - i + l ) 
, i < J 
N+1 
-, 1 > J 
From (1.47) we see that J ' is symmetric 
The row sum of J"' is given as 
(1.47) 
N 
Z 
j = l • • ' 2 
Hence we obtain 
i ( N - i + l ) ( x , - a ) ( b - x , ) 
' -.1 2\V-
N (b - ay | |J-' | | = max Z Ij, .| < 
l < i < N j = l ' 8h2 
The equation (1.40) becomes 
( b - a ) 2 
lEII < 
8h-
IITII (1.48) 
Substituting for ||T|| from (1.8), we obtain 
1 
lEII < 
96 
( b - a ) 2 h 2 M^ = 0 ( h 2 ) 
Where 
(1.49) 
M , = max |u^^>(^^)| 
^, e [ a , b ] 
From the equation (1.49) it follows that ||E|| ^ 0 or u -^ u(x ) 
as h ^ 0. This establishes the convergence of the second order 
method. 
1.6 Solution of Tridiagonal System 
The solution of the linear second order differential equation 
(1 .15) subject to the boundary condi t ions (1.16) leads to the 
solution of the system of algebraic equations in N or N+2 unknowns 
whose coefficients give rise to a tr idiagonal system. The LU 
decomposi t ion of a tridiagoal matrix is performed by Gaussian 
elimination. We consider the solution of the tridiagonal system of 
the form 
rh , c, 
a, b , c. 
^3 ^ 3 
0 
We have 
^ - 1 N - l 
^ 
o ~ ^ 
c N - l 
N 
X , 
' N - l 
(1.50) 
a , = (1.51) 
Y, (1.52) 
oc. = 
b.— a .a . , 
.1 .1 .1-1 
J = 2 ( l ) .N (1 .53) 
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r — a r , 
.1 .1 .1-1 
Y = 
^ b — a a , 
.) .1 .1-1 
J - 2 ( l ) .N (1.54) 
Cw = 0 with 
The solution is given by 
x. = r . - a , x . , , , j = N - l , N - 2 , 2,1 (1 .56) 
The equations (1.53) and (1.54) are the LU decomposit ion and 
forward substitution respectively. The equation (1.56) is backward 
substitution. 
1.7 Newton-Raphson Method 
We write (1.32) in the form 
F(u^„u , , , . . , u^ , , ) = 0 (1.57) 
Wliere 
u = [Uo, u,, ,u^^JT" 
The Jacobian of F(UQ, U,, %+i) is the tridiagonal matrix 
J(Uo,u,, u^^,) = ap/au 
B„ C„ 
A, B, C, 
0 
0 A N + l B Ni 1 
(1.58) 
Where 
B o = l +C + h^  
du 
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c„ = - i 
6 a i 
df 
A = - 1 , B = 2 + W- - ^ , C = 
du ' 
- 1 i = 2 ( l ) N 
h^  af 
A . . , = - l + 
N 
du 
' B ^ „ = l + a + 
af> N + l 
au 
Starting with initial estimate u^"\ we define 
ui-^ '>i = uisj + ^u[^], s = 0,1,2,. . . . 
where Au'"*' is the solution of 
(1 .59) 
(1 .60) J(LI(S])^ U'^] = - F(u[--^ i), s = 0,1,2,... . 
1.8 Solution of Five Band System 
We can easily extend the method of solution of a tridiagonal 
system to a five band system by writing the system of equations 
obtained in the solution of the differential equation 
y-^ + f(x)y = g(x), f ( x ) > 0 , x e [ a , b ] (1 .61) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
y(a) = a , , y"(a) = P, 
y(b) = a , y"(b) = P , 
(see p. 220 [72 ]) as follows 
(1 .62) 
C, D, 
B., C. 
A, B, 
D. 
C. D, 
A R r^  r) 
A N B N c 
y2 
N 
a 
a 
a 
a 
N - l 
N 
(1 .63) 
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Where A ,B , C ,D.,E and a* are the known quantities. As in section 
1 ' i ' i ' i ' I 1 * 
(1.6) we assume the following recurrence relations 
y = h - c o y . - y y ^,, 0 < n < N (1-64) 
•> 11 n n-' 11+1 ' n - ' n+2' — — ^ ^ 
We use (1.64) to find y^^ , and y^^ 2 ^'^^ substitute them in the equation 
A y + B y +C y + D y ^ + E y ^, = a* , 2 < n < N - 2 (1.65) 
n-' n 2 n-' n I n-' n n-' n+1 n-' n+2 n' — — ^ ^ 
and by comparing it with (1.64), we get 
h - { a * - A h - 5 h ,)/©• 
11 ^ n n n - 2 n n -1 ' n 
03 = ( D — 5 Y , )/co * 
n ^ 1 1 n ' n - 1 ' n 
Y = E /co* 
' n n 11 
w* = C - Y ,A - c o ,5 (1 .66) 
n n ' 1 1 - 2 n n—1 n ^ ^ 
where 6 = B - A oj . 
n 11 11 11-2 
In view ofthe first boundary conditions in (1.62) we have 
h. , -y ,P «o = 0' Yo^O (1.67) 
Equation (1.64) will be identical with the first equation in (1.63) if 
h^  = a*,/co*j, cOj = D,/oD*,, Y, — E^/co*, (1 .68) 
where co*, = c^. 
The second condition in (1.62) will be fulfilled if 
The relation (1.66) together with (1.67) and (1.68) will hold for 
0 < n < N if y . T , = 0 
— — -' N - l 
and hence y., = h, - co., y.,^, 
•^  N N N -' N+1 
The values y^^,, y^ , ' ^i^ y\ ^^'^ ^^ obtained by backward 
substitution in the equation 
yn = h,-co^^y,^^,-Y„y„,2> n = N - l , 2,1 
1.9 Cubic Spline Function 
Consider a mesh with nodal points in interval [a,b] such 
that A : a = x, ,< x, < x^ <x^, <x^ = b and with h. = x. —x , >0 
(1 1 2 N - 1 N .) J J-1 
for J = 1 (1 )N. Assume we are given the values (UI'^.^Q of a function 
u(x), with [a,b] as its domain of definition. 
Definition 
A function S^ (u : x) = S^ (x), of class C^[a,b], which 
interpolates u(x) at the knots {x }, i.e. S^(x.) = u , j = l (1)N, reduces 
to a cubic polynomial in each subinterval [x ,, x ], is called a cubic 
spline. 
Since the second derivative of S^(x) is continuous and linear 
on every subinterval of the mesh A, we may write for x. ,< x< x . 
V V X X 
S ' \ ( x ) = M. ,-^ + M . ^ - z M . + z M . (1-69) 
'-' h. ' h. 
.1 .1 
where S", (x ) = M. and h. = x - x. ,, z (x - x. ,)/h., z = 1—z 
-\ ^ .r .1 J J .1-1' ^ .1-1 ^ .r 
Integrating (1.69) twice, and setting x = x. and x = x.^, the 
cons tan ts of in tegrat ion are de te rmined by the cond i t ions 
S^ (x. ,) = u^  ,, S^ (xp = Uj Finally, we obtain 
S , (x) = zu, + z u.^, + h^. [q„(z)M. + q„ ( z ) M.^,] /6 (1 .70) 
where q„(z) z^ - z, q„(0) = q,, (±1) = 0,q„ is an odd function of z. 
The function S^(x) in the interval [x , x.^J is obtained with 
j+ l replacing j in (1.70) so that 
S ,^ (X) = zu,^ ,+zu. + h^.,, [q„(z) M.^,+q„ ( i )M. ] / 6 (1 .71) 
Where z = (x - x.)/ h^, 
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1.10 Singularities in Differential Equations 
All difference approximat ions have been der ived on the 
assumption that the solution is sufficiently smooth to allow us to 
expand it in a Taylor series about a specified point and then examine 
the local discretization error; however, this is not always the case. 
There are two possible causes of such s ingular i t ies , the first 
involves one or more terms of the differential equation becoming 
undefined, the second is a little less obvious and involves difficulties 
at or near that boindaries. 
To explain first source of singularities we consider the Laplace's 
equation in polar co-ordinates which is given by 
d\\/dr'' + 1 /r du/dv + 1 /r^ d\\/dQ^ = 0 
As r^O there appears to be a singularity in the coefficients 
but this may be overcome as follows. At r = 0 we revert to 
approximating Laplace's equation in cartesian co-ordinates and 
construct a circle of radius 5r about the origin which cuts the x 
and y axes at the points (+5r, + 5r) where the approximate solution 
takes the values U,, ,,. At x = y =0 we approx imate Laplace 's 
equation by 
[U, +U, _,+U^,,+U_, _ - 4 U , J /5 r^ = u^^+u^+0(5r^), 
Where U,,,, is a computed approximation for the solution at the 
origin. Therefore, U^,Q= [ U , , + U J _ , + U , ,+ TJ^ J /4 . However, 
rotat ing the axes by a small amount a similar result will hold, 
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therefore, we can approximate U^ ^ by averaging the computed 
solution at all the points of the mesh which intersect a circle of 
radius 5r. 
We now consider a second possible source of singularities in 
the solution of a given differential equation. It has been assumed 
that any boundary conditions which the differential equation satisfies 
change smoothly, if not then singularities may occur in the solution. 
For example, with equation 
u^^ + u^, = 0, (X, y) m r = {(x, y): 0 < x, y < 1}, 
subject to the boundary conditions 
f,(x), y = 0, 0 < x < l 
f,(x), y = l , 0 < x < l 
g,(y), x = 0, 0 < y < l 
u(x,y) = 
goCy)' 1, 0<y<l 
The boundary condi t ions at the corners of the uni t square 
should change smoothly, i.e. at x = y = 0 
Limit f,(x) = Limit g,(y). 
x^O y-^0 
If this is not the case then it is possible to replace boundary 
condi t ion at x = 0, y=0 by [ f , (0)+g,(0)] /2 . Unl ike hyperbol ic 
equations such a discontinuity can not propagate into the region 
where the solution is required as there are no real characteristic 
directions along which it can travel and so the discontinuity will 
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only contaminate a very small region about the point (0,0).A similar 
result holds at each of the other 3 corners, however, if the boundary 
is made up of a number of piecewise smooth curves any two of 
which meet with an interior angle Tt/a, where 1/2 < a<oo, then it is 
possible to show that the error between the computed solution and 
its correct counterpart is proportional to a term 0(h"+h^) provided 
the j ^ ' ' derivative of the solution is bounded by terms of 0(e"" ' ) , 
j =0 ,1 ,2 , The worst possible outcome is that the error is 
0(Vh) when the segments of the boundary meet at a very acute 
exterior angle. This difficulty, usually referred to as the problem of 
a re-entrant corner, can be overcome by selecting a finer mesh 
near such points or by a t tempt ing to deal with the s ingular i ty 
analytically. There are two main approaches to doing this to doing 
this. The first involves attempting to find an analytic solution valid 
near the corner. The second involves a mapping of the region in 
which the solution is required onto one without re-entrant corner, 
i.e. where a sudden change in the direction of the boundary at 
point becomes a smooth change along a curve in the region bounded 
by the new independent variables. 
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Chapter- l l 
C H A P T E R - I I 
FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR A 
CLASS OF SINGULAR TWO-POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the class of singular two-point 
boundary value problem: 
( x - y 7 = f(x,y) 0 < x ^ l (2.1) 
y(0) = A, y ( l ) = B 
Here a e (0,1) and A , B are finite constants. We assume that, for 
(x,y) € {[0,1 ] x R } : (A) f(x,y) is cont inuous, 5f/5y exists and is 
cont inuous, 5 f / ^ ^ 0 . 
There is considerable literature on singular two-point 
boundary value problems. In 1970 Jamet [28] considered the usual 
three point finite difference scheme for (2.1) for f l inear and 
showed in the max imum norm that his scheme is 0 ( h ' " ) -
convergent, Schreiber [61] considered the application of splines 
to the self adjoint equation, again the function f was to be linear. 
In 1982 Chawla and Katti [67], also considering the self 
adjoint equation but with non-linear f, developed a fmite difference 
method involving one evaluation of f on a specific non-uniform 
mesh and were able to demonst ra te 0 (h^) -convergence for all 
a e ( 0 , 1 ) . In the same paper they also gave two finite difference 
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methods based on three evaluat ions of / and demons t ra ted 
convergence on uniform mesh for a e (0,1). In the second paper 
these authors [74] derived a method of similar type on a uniform 
mesh and showed convergence for all a e (0,1). In 1984 Doedel 
and Reddien [73] considered high order finite difference methods 
for equation (2.1) where / is linear and demonstrated convergence 
for a e (0,1). Their methods are constructed so as to be adaptive. 
In this chapter we obtain three finite difference methods ^^,^2 
and K, for the singular two-point boundary value problem (2.1). 
The method K^ is based on non-uniform mesh, we derive this 
method by taking one more term in the Taylor expansion of f by 
which we get one more term in method (M,) obtained by Chawla 
and Katti [67], The advantage of this is that the error is reduced. In 
section 2.2, we derive a method (K,) based on just one evaluation 
of f, in section 2.3 , we discuss the covergence of the method 
and in section 2.4, the second order convergence of the method is 
illustrated by the numerical example for various a e (0,1). 
The method (K^) is similar to the method M^ based on uniform 
mesh obtained by Chawla and Katti [67], but in our method we 
take a non-uniform mesh. In section 2 .5 , we derive the method 
(K,) and in section 2.6, the convergence of the method K2 is 
established. In section 2.7, we consider one numerical example to 
illListrate the method and its second order convergence. 
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The method K^ is based on numerical quadra ture . The 
advantage of this method is that the coefficients of three point 
scheme are in explicit form and not represented by complicated 
expressions involving summations. Also, our method (K^) has the 
property that, for a = 0 it reduces to the classical fourth order 
Numerov's method. In section 2.10, we illustrate this method for 
uniform mesh as well as non uniform mesh by two numer ica l 
examples. 
2.2 The finite Difference Method (K^) 
To derive the method we consider the following identi ty 
obtained by Chawla and Katti [67]. 
J i J b _ _b Ll = — i _ + h — k = l ( l ) N - l (2.2) 
Where we have set 
Jk = ( C - < " ) / ( ! - « ) (2.3) 
V - . — C"(C;-t'-)/(t)dt, 
l - a 
(2.4) 
V = , — L, ,(t ->^k-,) /(t)dt, 
l - a ''''' 
By Taylor expansion of / we obtain 
K = K.J. +Af^f;+l/2 A ; , f,"+l/6A; ,^ f"(4t ), 
^k^^C^k'^k-,) (2-5) 
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and 
1 m4-1 r—l V /m-+-1 \ 
m+2-a- j m+2-a - j 1 +1 ( - 1 ) ' 
m + l j = 0 m + 2 - a - j ^ j ^ 
m = 0, 1,2, 3 . 
With the help of (2.5) from (2.2) we obtain 
1 1 1 
J.-, J . Ju-, J . 
+ B, , / ' + t =0 k - l ( l ) N - l (2.6) 
Wliere 
1 1 
K- B , , f ' , + B 3 , f " ( ^ , ) , (2.7) 
2 6 
^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ k - . ' ^ k + i ) 
and 
B = ' ^ + lIliiL m = 0,1,2,3 
"•'^ J J 
Note that A\^^ > 0, m = 0,3, A^, ^ > 0, A^, ^ < 0, J^ > 0 
and B , > 0 , m - 0 , 3 . 
Note that each discretization in (2.6) is based on one evaluation 
of f. In sect ion 2 .3 , we shall show that method based on (2.6) 
neglecti ing t^, is 0(h^)-convergent for all a e ( 0 , l ) provided we 
choose the mesh x^ , = (kh) ' ' ' -" . 
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2.3 Convergence of the finite difference method (K^) 
We discuss the convergence of the method showing that under 
suitable conditions, this method is 0(h^)-convergent for all a e ( 0 , l ) . 
For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce matrix notation. The 
differential equat ion is d iscre t ized at x^ for k= 1(1)N—1 and 
let D = (d..) denote the tridiagonal matrix with 
let P = (p. ) denote the tridiagonal matrix and 
l e t Q = (q, ,0, ,0,q^_,f , Where 
1 
Pk.k = t)o.k ' Pk.kii = ± — — B , ^^ ; 
2h 
A 1 B 1 
J(, 2h V , 2h 
a l s o J e t F ( Y ) = (f,, , f ^_ , ) \Y = (y„ ,y^_,)Tand let 
T = (t|, ,t^ , ) ' , Then (2.6) can be expressed in the matrix 
form: DY + PF (Y)+T = Q. (2.8) 
The method (2.6) now consists of finding an approximation 
Y for Y by solving the (N-1 )x (N-1) system: 
DY + P F ( Y ) - Q . (2.9) 
Let E = Y - Y we may write F(Y) - F (Y) = ME 
Where M = d iag{U, , ,U^_J , (note that U^^= af^/Sy^^O) 
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and then from (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain the error equation: 
( D + P M ) E = T. (2 .10) 
For the subsequent discuss ion we make here some of the 
common definitions needed in the following. Le tZ = (1 , ,1)"^ 
and let S= (S , , ^^^-x)'^ ^ (D+PM)Z denote the vector of 
row-sums of D+PM. Similarly, let S* = (S*,, ,S*^_^y = DZ 
denote the vector of row-sums of D. Also let V= (Vj, ' ^ N - I ) ^ 
Where V. = exp (2 ) - exp(x . ) a n d l e t R = (R,, ,R^^y = DY. 
For this method x^ = (kh)" ' -" , therefore,J^=h/( l-a) ,k=0(l )N- l , 
and it is easy to see that D+PM is irreducible. Now, since B^ ^> 0 
andU^ ^ 0, therefore S,, S^_, > 0 and S^ ^ 0 , k= 2 ( l ) N - 2 , and 
D+PM is a lso m o n o t o n e . There fo re , (D+PM)~ ' ex i s t s and 
(D+PM) ' ^ 0 since D is also i rreducible and monotone , and 
P M ^ O , therefore (D+PM)- ' ^ D"'. 
In order to establish convergence we next obtain bounds for 
D-' = (D, j" ')- Since S\ = S ^ , = ( 1 - ot)/h, with the help of 
D~'S* = Z we obtain 
d,, ' = 1/S*, = h / ( l - a ) , d ^ ^..,-' S 1 /SV, =!-'/( 1 -a) , 
i - l ( l ) N - l (2.11) 
Next, to obtain bounds for the rest of d. "' we consider the vector 
1.1 
R. It is easy to see that R^, R^ ^ , > 0, and for sufficiently small h, 
R^> x^2a-i^ k = 2 ( l ) N - 2 (2 .12) 
1—a 
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Since D ' R = V and since V_ ^  e^- l , i = 0 ( l ) N , with the help of 
(2.12) we obtain 
h a N - 2 
Z d. -' X 2«-' < e 2 - 1 , i = l ( l ) N - l (2 .13) 
1-a k=2 
We next obtain bounds for the local truncation error t.. We assume 
k 
that for X e (0 ,1] , x" \f"\ ^ N , and x"^' |f"| S N^ for sui table 
constants N,,N2. Since, for sufficiently small h, we have 
ah^ h^ 
B, , < x,^«-', B , , < x,3-, k = l ( l ) N - l 
• 2 ( l - a ) ^ ' 3 ( l - a ) 3 
From (2.7) we obtain for sufficiently small h 
h^ 
\a£ x,2"-' ( 3 a N + N , ) , k = l ( l ) N - l (2.14) 
6 ( l - a ) 3 
Now, since (D+PM)"' ^ D"', from (2.10) It follows that ||E|| ^  ||D-'T||, 
and with the help of (2.11), (2 .13) and (2.14) we obtain the 
following result. 
Theoremr-Assume that fsatisfies (A); further let f ' e C {(0, l ]xR}, 
x"f', x"^'f" e C {[0, l ]xR}. Then, for method based on (2.6) with 
x^ = (kh)'" " , we have for sufficiently small h , and for ail a e ( 0 , l ), 
|iEi| = 0(h2). 
2. 4 Numerical illustration of finite difference method (Kj) 
To illustrate the present method (2.6) and its second order 
convergence for a e (0,1), we consider the following boundary 
value problem: 
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(x"y ' ) '= px«+^'-2(( a + p - l ) + p x P ) y , 
y ( 0 ) = l , y ( l ) = e, 
with exact solution y(x) = exp(xP) 
We solved this boundary value problem using our method (2.6) 
for a few selected values of a and p and for N=2' ' ,k= 4 (1 )7. 
The max imum absolute errors in the results are given in 
table-1. The results confirm the second order convergence of the 
method (2.6). 
Table -1 
N Maximum absolute error ||E|| 
a = 0.25 P = 4 . 0 
16 1.5(-2) 
32 3.9(-3) 
64 1.0(-3) 
128 2.5(-4) 
ot = 0.45 p=3 .75 
16 2.0(-2) 
32 5.5(-3) 
64 1.4(-3) 
128 3,5(-4) 
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16 
32 
64 
128 
a = = 0.75 ! P=1.75 
1.8(-2) 
4.2(-3) 
1.0(-3) 
2.5(-4) 
16 
32 
64 
128 
a = = 0.85 p= 
2.1 (-2) 
4.7(-2) 
1.1 (-2) 
2.8(-3) 
= 2.0 
2 . 5 T h e f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e m e t h o d (K^) 
We consider a general mesh 0 = x„ <x <x^< <x,,— 1 
and denote y^ = y ( x j , f^= f(x^, y^), etc. 
To derive the method we consider the following identity 
due to Chawla and Katti [67]. 
^i^i^ZL __ ^ ' L Z Z ^ = J J L + _ i j ^ k= l ( l )N- l , (2.15) 
Where 
Jk^C^k.i->^k ) /( l-o^) (2.16) 
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1 X 
V = L, (^... - t )/(t). dt 
1-a " 
v=,—c:,(«""-c")/(t)d. 
1 —a ^~' 
In expressions for I^ .^  if we approximate / (t) by 
; / ( x , ) + ^^  / (x,_,) in (x,_,,x,) 
and by 
; , /(>^k..) + -. /(^k) ' " (^k' >^k.,)' then 
I I 
1 2 (-1 
(2.17) 
i ; - V k / k + a ; k / k . , + a ; k / " ( ^ ; ) (2.18) 
where 
1 (-0* /" i \ , 
<.=^'^. { ) K:r^x,--)xi 
j=o 2—a-j J 
1 2 (-i)J / 2 \ 3 ^ . . 
2n .)= 0 3—a—J j 
^ . k 
 (- )' / 2 \ , • 
2h i= 0 3 - a - j 
ai.k = — - E — - . ( ) xj (X ; r - X , - - ) 
6 1=0 4 - a - j ^ J ^ 
4 j = 0 3 - a - j C) h 2 (-i)J 
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Note that ar„ ^-4,_^>0 and ^^.^ < 0- With the help of (2.1 8), from 
the identity (2.15) we obtain the method 
1 1 1 1 
^ l . k • . , ^ l . k 
(2 .19) 
/k-H-^ — r ^ / k - , + t, = o, k = i ( i ) N - i , 
•'k •'k-\ 
Where t ,= b , , / " ( 4 J (2.20) 
and 
b = ^m,k + ( _ ! ) • " ^rn,^ m = 0,2 
m . k T T 
-•k -"k-l 
Note that b^ ^ > 0 and b^ ^^  < 0 
2.6 Convergence of the finite difference method (K^) 
We next discuss the convergence of the method showing 
that, under suitable conditions, this method is O(h^)-convergent for 
all a e ( 0 , l ) . For this purpose,it is convenient to introduce matrix 
notation. In this method the differential equation is discertized at 
x^^fork= 1 ( 1 ) N - 1 andy„ = A , y ^ = B. 
let D = (d..) denote the tridiagonal matrix with 
_ 1 _ 1 1 1 
'^ '•'~'~" X T ' "^''"XT^XT' '^ '•''' K 
k-1 k k-1 k 
let P = (p..) denote the tridiagonal matrix 
a n d l e t Q = ( q , , 0 , 0,qj^j)T, where 
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^T 
_ ^ l , k ^ l , k 
P k . k ^ ' ^ o . k ' P k . k + 1 ~ ' Pk,k-1 ' • 
''k • 'k - l 
q , = ( A - a - , ,fJ/J,, q^ _, =(B-a^,^_, f J / V , 
Also, let F(Y) = (f,, ,fH_,)^,Y = (y,, ,y^_,)^ 
and let T = (t,, ,tj^ _i)^ > then the discretization of (2.19) 
can be expressed in the matrix form; 
DY+Pf(Y)+T = Q. (2 .21) 
The method (2.19) now consists of finding an approximation Y 
for Y by solving the ( N - l ) x ( N - l ) system: 
DY+PF(Y) = Q. (2.22) 
Let E= Y - Y we may write F(Y) - F (Y) = ME 
where M = diag{U,, ,U^_,}, (Note that Uj^  = af^/ay^^^O) and 
then from (2.21) and (2.22) we obtain the error equation: 
( D + P M ) E = T (2 .23) 
For subsequent d iscuss ion, we make here some of the 
common definitions needed in the following. Le tZ = ( l , , 1 ) \ 
and let S= (S , , '^N-J^^ (D+PM) Z denote the vector of 
row-sums of D+PM. Similarly, let S* =(S*,, ,8*^,) '"= DZ 
denote the vector of row-sums of D. Also, let V= (V^, ^ N - I ) ' 
where V = exp (2) - exp (x.), and let R= (R,, ,R^ , ) ^ - DV. 
For this method x^ = (kh)'''^"" , k==0(l)N, and since for fixed 
x^ , and for h—>-0, a-,, .^ ~ (hV6) x^"", it is easy to see that D+PM is 
irreducible. Again, since b^ ^ "^  *-*' ^~i k"^  ^ ' by the row-sum criterian 
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it follows that D+PM is also monotone. Therefore, (D+PM)"' exists 
and(D+PM)"' ^ 0 . Since D is also irreducible and monotone and 
since PM ^ 0, therefore (D+PM)"' ^ D~'. We next obtain bounds 
for D " . Since S,* - l/J^ and S*^_, = 1/Jj^_, , with the help of 
D ' S * = Z we obtain 
d. - •< l/S,* = h ' - « / ( l - a ) 1,1 — 1 ^ ' 
d , ^ _ , - ' £ l / S V , < 2 h i - , i = l ( l ) N - l . (2.24) 
To obtain bounds for the rest of d..~' we consider the vector 
1.1 
R. It is easy to see that for this method R,, R^ , > 0, and that for 
sufficiently small h, 
R ^ > ( a h / 2 ) x^"-', k = 2 ( l ) N - 2 (2 .25) 
Since D"' R = V, with the help of (2.25) we obtain for sufficiently 
small h, 
N - 2 
( a h / 2 ) Z d^r' x^"" '^ V^ = e^ - l , k= 1(1) N - 1 (2 .26) 
J ==2 
To obtain bounds for the truncation error tj. we assume 
tha tx^-" | f ' | ^ N, , 0 < x ^ 1, for a suitable constant N, . Since for 
fixed x^ . and h—> 0 , b^ .^ ~ - hVl 2, we have for sufficiently small h, 
|b, 1^ < hV24, and then from (2.20) it follows that for sufficiently 
small h, 
|tJ^(h-V24)x^^«-'N, , k = l ( l ) N - l (2 .27) 
Now, since (D+PM)^' S D ' ' , from (2.23) we have 1|E|| ^ | |D-' T||, 
and with the help of (2 ,24) , (2 .26) and (2 .27) we obtain the 
following result. 
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Theorem:-Assume that fsatisfies (A); further, let f e C {(0, l ]xR}, 
x' " f e C {[0 , l ]xR} . Then, for this method based on (2.19) with 
Xj, = (kh) ' ' ' "" we have for sufficiently small h, and for all a e (0,1), 
||E|| = 0(h2). 
2.7 Numerical illustration of the finite difference method (K^) 
To illustrate our present method (2.19) we consider 
the following boundary value problem: 
( x "y7 =px"^f^-M(oc+p-l)+pxP)y 
y ( 0 ) = l y ( l ) - = e 
with exact solution y(x) = exp(x'^) 
We solved (his boundary value problem for a few selected 
values of a and P and for N= 2^, k = 4(1)7 . The error norms 
obtained for the method are shown in the table-2. As can be readily 
verified, our present method (2.19) provides O(h^)-convergent 
approximations for the solution for all values of a and P considered. 
Tabie-2 
N ||E|| absolute maximum error 
a = 0.25 p = 4.0 
16 
32 
64 
128 
2.8(-2) 
7.0(-3) 
1.7(-3) 
4.3(-4) 
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16 
32 
64 
128 
a = 0.4 5 p-4.0 
8.7(-2) 
2.1 (-2) 
5.2(-3) 
1.3(-3) 
16 
32 
64 
128 
16 
32 
64 
128 
a = 0.65 p = 3.75 
3.6(-l) 
8.3(-2) 
2.0(-2) 
5.1 (-3) 
a = 0.85 p = 1.75 
9.3(-l) 
2.0(-l) 
4.8(-2) 
1.2(-2) 
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2.8 The finite difference method (K3) 
To derive the method we consider the Chawla's identity 
V k i i ^ y k ^k ~ ^ k - i k ^ k 
= + (2 .28) 
^K K-l k •'k-1 
K=1(])N-1 
(See Chawla and Katti [67]) 
where 
Jk = (^k./""-V"")/(l-o^) (2-29) 
I , ' = l ' ' ' " ' ( x , . , ' - ' ^ - t ' - ) f(t)dt (2.30) 
(1-a) x^ 
Ik = , — C ,^^"- ^-^"> ^^ >^- ^' ^2.31) 
1—a 
Applying three point quadrature formulas 
J % ( t ) . d t == h [w_, F,_,+ w, F,+ w, F, , , ] + E(F) k - l 
j ^ " ^ ( t ) . d t = h [ w , F, ,+ w„F,+ w, F, , , ] + E(F) 
To the right hand sides of equations (2.30) and (2.31) we obtain 
V = h [w., (J ,+ J,_, ) f,_, + w„ J, f j + E (F) 
V = Mw„ J,., f,+ w , ( J , + Jk-, ) fkJ + E (F) 
Putting these values in eq. (2.28) the following method is obtained. 
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1 1 1 
k + l 
k-1 k-1 
= h [2w„ f, + w., (1+ -) f,., + w, (1+ ') f,,,] + E(F) 
J k-1 (2 .32) 
For a = 0 and w„ = 5/1 2, w^,= 1/24 the method (2.32) reduces to 
h^ 
Vk--1 - y k + Vk-.! 12 (fk-i + lOfk+fk.i) 
Which is well known classical fourth order Numerov's method. 
2.9 Solution of the Tridiagonal System of the finite difference 
method (K3) 
The Special case in which f(x,y) = q(x) y+r(x) . The 
equation (2.32) may be written as 
1 J 1 1 
( - — - hw, ( l + - — ) q, , , ) y , , - (( — - + — - ) + 2 hq , w j y . 
k-1 
+ ( - — - h w _ , ( l + _ _ ) q ^ _ ^ ) y k-1 
k-1 
Jk-l Jk 
h [ w., (1+ )r,., 4- 2w„ r, + w, ( 1+ — ) r , , , ] (2.34) J, J. k "k-l 
Which is a system of linear equations. In matrix form we can 
write 
^ D , A, 
B3 D^ 
B. 
A, O 
^ 
A, 
O A N-2 
B N-l D N-l 
u N-2 
u N-l 
c N-2 
c N-l 
(2.35) 
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where 
D , = - ( ( - — - + — - ) + 2 h w „ q , ) 
K •'k-i 
Jk-, 
B, =( -—-hw., (H-^-)q,.,) 
•'k-i 
K= 1,2, N-1 
Jk., ' K 
K.. _ . . , Jk C , - M w , ( l + - ^ ) r , , + 2 w „ r , + w , ( l + - — - O r ^ ^ J 
J J 
•'k ' 'k-l 
K = 2 , 3 , N-2 
C, = h [ w., (1 + ) r„ + 2 w„ r, + w, (1 + ) r^  ] 
1 Jo 
_ ( hw., ( 1+ ) q J A 
J J 
C = li r w n + —^^ ) r + 2 w r + w ( l + — ^ ) r , ] 
^ N-l L ^ - 1 V ' / ' N - 2 () N-1 ^^ 1 V ' / ' N -• 
• ' N - 1 N - 2 
1 JN-I 
_( hw, (1 +^li)q^)B 
J J 
-"N-I ' ' N - 2 
The coefficient matrix in (2.35) is tridiagonal. For solu-
tion of such systems very efficient technique exists (see Jain [72]). 
The convergence of the method (K^) is s imilar to the 
convergence of methods (K^) and (K2). 
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2.10 Numerical illustration of the finite difference method (K^) 
We illustrate the method (2.32) on the following two point 
boundary value problems. 
Problem 1: (Gustaffsson [37]) 
a 
y" + y' = - X '-<' Cos x - (2 - a ) x"^ Sin x 
X 
y(0) = 0, • y ( l ) C o s l 
The exact solution is y(x) = x ^~° Cos x. 
Problem 2 (Chawla and Katti [67]) 
(x" y')' = p x"^P-2 [ ( a + p - 1 ) + px^*] y. 
The exact solution is y(x) = exp (x^) 
We solved these problems using the method (2.32) for 
w „ = 5/12 & w^, = 1/24 x^ ^ = kh, k = 0 ( l ) N - l and for different 
values of N, a , a and p as ment ioned in tables. The m a x i m u m 
absolute errors in the results obtained are given in tables 3 and 4. 
The results obtained by our method are superior as compared to 
the results of [37], [67], and [78]. The result also show the second 
order convergence of the method. 
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Table-3 
Maximum absolute error ||E|| in problem 1 
N yEii 
a = 0.5, a = 0.5 
20 2.8(-4) 
40 7.0(-5) 
80 1.7(-5) 
160 4.4(6) 
Table- 4 
M a x i m u m absolute e r r o r | |E|| in p rob lem 2 
N ||E|| 
32 
64 
128 
256 
32 
64 
128 
256 
a = 0.5, (3=4 .0 
5.0 (-5) 
1.3 (-5) 
3.5 (-6) 
8.8(-7) 
N ||E|| 
a = 0.75, (3 = 3.75 
9.2(-
2.3(-
5.9( 
1.4 (-
-5) 
-5) 
- 6 ) 
-6) 
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We also illustrate the method (2.32) on these problems for a 
non-uniform mesh by choosing 
h^ . = p h^,^, XQ = 0, x^ . = x^ . J + h .^, k = 1(1)N, where p is a constant 
mesh ratio and 
r ( p - l ) / ( P ^ - l ) If P > 1 
h,,= | ( l - p ) / ( l - p N ) if p < i 
Also Wj^, = 5/12 & w^, = 1 /24 and different values of N, p, a, a and 
P as mentioned in the tables. The maximum absolute errors in the 
results obtained are given in tables 5 and 6. The results obtained 
by our method are superior as compared to the results of [37] , 
[67] and [78]. The results also show the second order convergence 
of the method. 
Table-5 
Maximum absolute error ||E|| in problem 1 
N iJEJi 
a = 0.5, a = 0.5, p = 0.98 
20 
40 
80 
160 
2.5(-4) 
6.2(-5) 
1.5(-5) 
3.8(6) 
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Table- 6 
Maximum absolute error ||E|| in problem 2 
N yE|i 
a = 0 .5 , p - 4 . 0 , p = 0.98 
32 4.8 (-5) 
64 1-2 (-5) 
128 2.9 (-6) 
256 7.1 (-7) 
N IIEII 
a = 0 .75, p = 3 .75, p=0 .98 
32 8.8 (-5) 
64 2.2 (-5) 
128 5.0 ( - 6 ) 
256 1,3 (-6) 
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Chapter-Ill 
^^^ijfjfhr(^nce oM^ethc^Js and 
^heir &^anver^ence c^^or a 
(5-^/ass 0f QS)ina'ular T^W- ^^int 
<^^>0undarp Q^alue Problems 
C H A P T E R - I I I 
FOURTH ORDER FINITE DIFFERENCE 
METHODS AND THEIR CONVERGENCE 
FOR A CLASS OF SINGULAR TWO-POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the class of singular two-point 
boundary value problems: 
(X" y') ' = f (x ,y) 0 < X ^ 1. 
(3.1) 
y(0)=A, y( l)=B. 
Here a e (0 , l ) , A and B are finite constants. It is well known that 
(3 .1 ) has a u n i q u e so lu t ion if (A) f (x ,y) is c o n t i n u o u s , 
df/dy exists and is continuous and 5 f / ^ ^ 0. 
There is cosiderable literature on singular boundary value 
problems. In 1975 for a = l Russell and Shampine [41] have shown 
that for linear f(x,y)=ay+g(x): g e C [0,1], (3.1) possesses a unique 
solution If-oo<a<Jj,^, where J^ , is the smallest positive zero of the 
Bessel's function J(,(x). For a G (0,1) and in the linear case Jamet 
[28] considered a standard three point finite difference scheme with 
uniform mesh, for the solution and has shown that the error is 
0 ( h ' ") in max imum norm. Ciarlet et al. [27] cons idered the 
application of Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin method and have shown that 
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the error is 0(h^"") in uniform norm. Gustafsson [37] considered 
the linear problem in (5,1) instead of (0,1) and constructed compact 
second order, fourth order and non-compact fourth order methods 
for its solution. Reddien [38] and Reddien and Schumaker [45] 
used certain projection methods and singular splines to solve the 
l inear problem and s tudied the ex is tence , un iqueness and 
convergence rates of these methods . In 1982 Chawla and Katti 
[67] have proposed three point difference methods of second order 
under appropriate conditions using the boundedness of f , f" and f". 
In the present Chapter we derive two finite difference methods 
L, & L^ for a uniform mesh as well as non-uniform mesh based on 
three evaluations of f and also these methods have the property 
that for a = 0 both methods reduce to the classical fourth order 
Numerov's method. 
The method (L^) is similar to the method (M^) obtained by 
Chawla and Katti [67] but we take one more term in the method. 
The advantage of taking an addit ional term is that order of the 
error is increased to four. In section 3.2, first we obtain the finite 
difference method, in section 3.3, we show that the method is of 
OCh"^ ) under appropriate conditions and in section 3.4, the method 
is illustrated for a uniform mesh as well as non uniform mesh by 
two numerical examples, one is linear and another is non-linear. 
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The method (L^) is similar to the method (K^) obtained in 
previous chapter. But to derive this method we take one more term 
in the expansion of fin the method (M3) obtained by Chawla and 
Katti [67]. The advantage of this is that the order of error is 
increased to four. In section 3.5, First we obtain our fmite difference 
method based on three evaluations of f, in section 3.6, we show 
that under quite general conditions on f, the present method 
provides 0(h'^)-convergent approximations and in section 3.7, the 
method and its 0(h'^)-convergence for uniform mesh as well as 
non-uniform mesh is illustrated by the two numerical examples, 
one linear and another non-linear. 
3.2 The Finite Di f ference M e t h o d (L,) 
To derive the method, we consider the following identity 
due to Chawla and Katti [67]. 
y k . , - y u 
K 
Yk- y^^i 
K-. 
k=l( l )N- l , 
(3.2) 
where 
J, = (x',;'; - x',"" ) / ( l - a ) (3.3) 
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V = —r"'(x ' ; ; ; -t'-")/(t)dt 
- a x^  
1 X 
f k , l-cx 1 -a . . . , ^ . j ^ 
(3.4) 
- a x^., 
By Taylor expansion of f we obtain 
lt = A, f . , f , + A , \ f ; + l / 2 A , ^ , f " ( ^ ; ) , (3.5) 
^ k ^ V ^ k ' ^ k ± l ) ' 
and 
m=0,l ,2 
1 m+l (-1)^ 
K k = — 
m+lj=o m + 2 - a - j ^ j 
With the help of (3.5), from (3.2) we obtain 
yk.., + ( - ^ + - ^ ) y k - - y k . , + B „ , , f , + t,^'> = o (3.6) 
- ' k 1 -"k - ' k - i • ' k 
k = l ( l ) N - l 
Where 
tk'" = B, ^ f ; + - — B, , f" (^,), ^ , e (x,_„ X,, ,) , (3.7) 
N o t e t h a t A , ; ^^>0, m = 0, 2, A", ^ > 0 , A, ^ < 0, 
J > 0 and B > 0 m = 0,2 
k m , k ' 
In method (3.6) Chawla and Katt i [67] chose the mesh 
x^ . = (kh)''*^'""^ i.e. the method (3.6) is based on non-uniform mesh 
but in our method we assume that spacing is unifonn i.e. x .^^ , - x^ = h. 
With the help of 
h^; = (fu., - f.-,V2 - hV6 f- ( a , ) a , e ( x,_„ x , , , ) 
From (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain 
1 1 1 1 
— - y . - , + ( - p + - — ) y u - - r y k . , + B„ ,f, 
''k 1 •'k -"k-l -"k 
^ ^ ^ . .. if...'^.-.) + ^^2.J: -^ ^^'' =0, (3.8) 
2h 2 
k = l ( l ) N - l 
Where 
V^' = - — - B , . , f " ( a , ) (3.9) 
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Note that the discretization (3.8) is based on three evaluations of f 
3 . 3 C o n v e r g e n c e of the Fin i te D i f f erence M e t h o d (Lj ) 
We discuss the convergence of the method showing that, under 
suitable conditions, the method is 0(h'')-convergentforall a e (0 , l ) . 
For the purpose, it is convenient to introduce matrix notation, the 
differential equat ion is discret ized at x^ for k = l ( l ) N—1 and 
Let D= (d_ ) denote the tridiagonal matrix with 
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• ^ k . k - l ' " k , k , ' ' ^ k ^ k + l ^ ' 
' ' k - l ' ' k • ' k - l • 'k 
P= (P ) denote the tridiagonal matrix and 
Q = (q,, 0, ,0,q^^,y, where 
B 1 1 
Also let F ( Y ) - ( f , , ,f^  ,yf" where t^ = t^^'"\m= 1,2 
corresponding to methods (3.6) and (3. 8). Then each discretization 
of (3.8) can be expressed in the matrix form: 
DY+PF(Y)+T = Q. (3 .10) 
The method now consists of finding an approximation Y for 
Y by solving the (N-1 ) x ( N - l ) system: 
DY+PF(Y) = Q. (3.11) 
let E = Y - Y We may write F(Y) - F(Y) = ME 
Where M= Diag { U,, , U ^ , } (note that U^=af^/ayj^^O) and 
then from (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain the error equation: 
(D+PM)E = T. (3 .12) 
a^ Az.d^.,^:.v. 
( Ace. No '' 
For subsequent discussion, we make here some of the 
common definitions needed in the following. LetZ = ( l , , 1 ) \ 
and let S=(Sp S^ ^ ,)'^= (D+PM)Z denote the vector of row-
sums of D+PM. Su-nilarly, letS* = (S,*, ,S^_/y'' = DZ denote 
the vector of row-sums of D. Also, let V=( Vj, ' ^ N - I )^ where 
V, = exp(2)-exp (xp and let R= (R„ R^_,)'r = DV. 
For this method, x .^= kh, k = 0 ( l ) N . Since for fixed 
X|. and for h—>-0, J^,~h x^,~"and B^ ^ ,~-ahV(12 x^), it is easy to see 
that for sufficiently small h, D+PM is irreducible. Again, since for 
h—>0, B,, ^.-h, we obtain for sufficiently small h, 
S>1/(2J„), S ^ _ > l / V , , S,>B„ , U , / 2 , (3 .13) 
k = 2 ( l ) N - 2 
We now assume that dildy >0. Let U, = min 5f/5y;Then U, > 0, and 
for sufficiently small h, 
S,>(h/4)U,. (3 .14) 
Since (D+PM)- ' S = Z, with the help of (3 .13) and (3 .14) , it 
follows that for sufficiently small h. 
2 h ' -
(D+PM), , ^ 1 / S , < , ( D + P M ) ; ^ , ^ 1 / S ^ , < 2 h — , 
1—a 
(3.15) 
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N - 2 
Z ( D + P M ) : \ S 1/ min S^^4/(hUJ, KON-l 
k = 2 2< k< N-2 
To obtain bounds for the truncation error t^ *^ ^^  for the method, 
we assume that |f "| ^ N ^ , |f "'| ^ N^, 0 < x ^ l , for suitable constants 
N | and N^. Since for fixed x^ . and h—>0, B^ j, ~ hV6, it follows that for 
sufficiently small h, B , ^.< hV3. With this result and with 
|Bj ^|< a hV(6Xj.), from (3.9) we obtain for sufficiently small h, 
and maximum x^= 1, 
h^ 
\t^^^\^ ( a N , ) (3 .16) 
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Now, since ||E|| ^ || (D+PM)-'T|| , with the help of (3.15) and (3.16) 
we obtain the following result. 
T h e o r e i T i : - A s s u m e t h a t f s a t i s f i e s ( A ) . F u r t h e r , l e t 
f" e C { [ 0 , l ] x R } . and let af/ay >0. Then, for the method based 
on (3.8) with x^ .== kh we have for sufficiently small h, and for all 
a e ( 0 , 1), ||E|| = 0(h^). 
3.4 Numerical Illustration of the Finite Difference Method (L^) 
We next illustrate our method (3.8) and show that the 
method is 0(h'*)-convergent for all a e(0,1) . 
For the purpose we consider the following two examples. 
Example 1 : 
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y ( 0 ) = l , y ( l ) = e, 
with exact solution y(x) = exp(x^') 
Example 2: 
(x"y') ' = px'^^P-HPxP e>'-(a+p-l)) / (4+xP), 
y(0) = l n ( l / 4 ) , y ( l ) = l n ( l / 5 ) , 
with exact solution y(x) = ln( 1 /(4+xP)). 
We solved examples 1 and 2 for a few selected values of a and p 
and for N= 2^ k =3( 1 )6. The maximum absolute error obtained 
for the method is given in tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1 
Maximum absolute error ||E|| in example 1 
N llEy 
a = 0 . 5 p=5 .0 
8 7.5(-3) 
16 5.1(-^) 
32 3.3(-5) 
64 1.7(-6) 
N a = 0 . 7 5 p=4.75 
8 6.2(-3) 
16 4.3(-4) 
32 2.7(-5) 
64 1.6(-6) 
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Table 2 
maximum absolute error ||E|| in example 2 
N IIEII 
a = 0 . 5 p=5 .0 
8 
16 
32 
64 
3.0(-4) 
2 . ] ( -
1.3(-
6.6(-
-5) 
-6) 
-8) 
N a = 0 . 7 5 p=4 .75 
8 3.5(-4) 
16 2,4(-5) 
32 1.5(-6) 
64 8.8(-8) 
Also we illustrate the method (3.8) for a non-uniform mesh by 
choosing Xj. = (kh)'' ' ' "on the example 1 and example 2 for a few 
selected values of a and p and for N= 2^ k =3(1) 6. The absolute 
errors at the corresponding points obtained for the method (3.8) 
are given in tables 3 and 4. 
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Table 3 
absolute errors ||E|| in example 1 
N IIEII 
8 
16 
32 
64 
a = 0 . 5 [3=2.0 
6.0(-2) 
4.3(-3) 
2.6(-4) 
1.6(-5) 
IIEII 
a - 0 . 7 5 p=1.75 
6 .7(- l ) 
5.0(-2) 
3.1 (-3) 
1 .9M) 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
60 
Table 4 
absolute errors ||E|| in example 2 
N ||E|| 
8 
16 
32 
64 
a = 0 . 5 (3=2.0 
2.4(-3) 
1.7(-4) 
1.0(-5) 
6.2(-7) 
l|E|| 
a = 0 . 7 5 (3=1.75 
3.7(-2) 
2.7(-3) 
1 .7M) 
1.0(-5) 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
3.5 The Finite Difference Method (L^) 
To derive the method we consider the Chawla's identity [67]. 
.12 .' _ J — L i = _ 1 _ + — ^ — k=l ( l )N- ] (3.17) 
•'k •'k-l •'k •'k-1 
Where we have set 
Jk = ( \ ' : r - < " " v ( i - « ) (3-18) 
1-a 
Ik- = — C . (t'"'- x,") / (t)dt, 
-a 
' k , ^ x ^ . , ^^ k^l> 
where 
a\, = i ±^\ ( ' ) (\:r-<"-)< 
j=o 2 -a - j ^ j ^ 
2 (-ly / 2 \ , . 
1 2 (-1) 
+ — 
2h j = 0 3 - a - i ^ j 
1 2 (-ly 
aT,k= ± 2h j = 0 3-a- j ^ j ( ' ) < ( < . r - -k^ •"•'), 
(3.19) 
We approximate / (t) in l^- by Hnear interpolation, so that 
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1 3 (-i)J / 3 \ . , . 
^ 2 1 
6 j = o 4-a-) ^ j 
h 
+ — 
2 (-1)' /^ 2 \ . , . 
4 j = 0 3-a- j ^ j 
h 2 (-1) 
a.-.u =±-
 { l)J / 2 ' \ . , , 
4 j = 0 3-a-i 
Note that a^ ,^ a7^, aj ^^ > 0 and a,-^ ^ < 0. With the help of (3.20), 
from the identity (3.17) we obtain 
1 1 1 1 
+ ^ f k M - ^ ^ f k . + b , / ; - + t, = 0, k = l ( l ) N - l (3.21) 
•"k -^k- l 
Where t^=b^J'"{Q (3.22) 
and 
b = ^ " ' ^ + (-1) " ^'"'^ m = 0,2,3 
••k - " k - l 
Note that b^ , ^ > 0 and b, ^ < 0 
3.6 Convergence of the Finite Difference Method (L^) 
We next discuss the convergence of the method showing 
that, under suitable conditions, this method is 0(h'^)-convergent 
for all oce (0 , l ) . For this purpose , it is convenient to introduce 
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matrix notation. In this method the differential equation is discretized 
a t x ^ f o r k = 1(1) N - 1 and y^ = A, y^ = B. 
l e tD = (d..) denote the (N—l)x(N-l)tridiagonal matrix with 
1 1 1 1 
d, , = - , d, , = + , d k , k - l I ' k , k T T ' " k . k+1 I 
' ' k - 1 • 'k k -1 ^k 
let P = (p. ) denote the tridiagonal matrix 
a n d l e t Q = ( q , , 0 , 0 , q ^ , ) \ where 
a ' l . u . b , _ . 
Pk.^-^o.k- - — T ^ 2 . k ' P k . k + i :^—^ 
h^ ^-^ ^ ' ^ • J^ h^ 
^r.U . ^2.k 
k . k - I -, , -
A a B 
(—^ + - ^ ^ ) f , 
Jo Jo 
B a^, ^ , B , -, , 
. K N - l 2 , N - 1 . ^ 
' ' N - 1 • 'N-1 " 
Also, let F(Y) = (f„ , f ^ _ , ) ^ Y = (y„ ,y^_,)T 
and let T = (t,, '^N-I)^ ' ^^en the discretization of (3.21) 
can be expressed in the matrix form: 
DY+Pf(Y)+T = Q. (3 ,23) 
The method (3.21) now consists of finding an approximation Y 
for Y by solving the (N—l)x(N-l) system: 
D Y + P F ( Y ) = Q (3.24) 
Let E = Y - Y, we may wri te F(Y) - F (Y) = M E where 
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M = diag{U, , ' U ^ - , } ' (Note that Uj^ = af^^/ay^^ 0), and then 
from (3.23) and (3.24) we obtain the error equation: 
( D + P M ) E = T (3.25) 
For the discussion in the following, we give here some of the 
c o m m o n d e f i n i t i o n s . Le t Z = ( l , , 1 )^. a n d le t 
S= (S , , ,S^_^y= (D+PM) Z denote the vector of row-
sums of D+PM. Similarly, le tS*=(S*, , ,S*j^_,)'''= DZ denote 
the vector of row-sums of D. Also, let V= (V, , ,Vj^_,)^ 
where V.= exp (2) - exp (x.), a n d l e t R = ( R , , ,R^^y=DV. 
For this method x^ = kh , k = 0 ( l ) N , and since for fixed x^and 
for h->0, a-,, .^ ~ (hV6) x^."°, it is easy to see that D+PM is irreduc-
ible. Again, since b^ k -^  0. a±, ,^> 0, by the row-sum criterian it 
folioVv's that D+PM is also monotone. Therefore, (D+PM)~' exists and 
(D+PM)"' ^ 0. Since D is also irreducible and monotone and since 
PM ^ 0, therefore (D+PM)-' ^ D"'. We next obtain bounds for D '. 
Since S,* = 1/J„ and S ^ , = 1/JN , ' ^ ' ^h the help of D ' S * = Z 
we obtain 
d , , - ' ^ l/S,* = h ' - " / ( l - a ) (3 ,26) 
d , ^ _ , - ' ^ l / S V , < 2 h ' - « , i = l ( l ) N - l . 
To obtain bounds for the rest of d ' we consider the 
1.1 
vector R. It is easy to see that for this method R,, R,, > 0, and 
•' 1 ' N - 1 ' 
that for sufficiently small h. 
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R ^ > ( a h / 2 ) x^«-', k = 2 ( l ) N - 2 (3 .27) 
Since D"'R = V, with the help of (3.27) we obtain for sufficiently 
small h, 
N - 2 
( a h / 2 ) Z d^.-' x^° - ' ^Vo = 6^ -1 , k= 1(1)N-1 (3.28) 
To obtain bounds for the truncation error t^, we assume 
that x'-"' |f" 1^ N, , 0 < x ^ 1. For a suitable constant N, . Smce 
for fixed x^ and h -^ 0 , b2 .^ — hV12, b^ ^ hV24, we have for 
sufficiently small h, Ib^ J < hV24,|b3 J < hV48 and then from (3.22) it 
follows that for sufficiently small h, 
| t j S ( h V 4 8 ) x ^ " - ' N , , k = l ( l ) N - l (3 .29) 
Now, since (D+PM)-' ^ D-^ ,from (3.25) we have ||E|| ^  HD '^ T||, and 
with the help of (3 .26) , (3 .28) and (3 .29) we obta in the 
following result. 
T h e o r e m : - A s s u m e t h a t f s a t i s f i e s ( A ) ; f u r t h e r , l e t 
f" e C { ( 0 , l ] x R } , x ' - « f ' " e C { [0 , l ]xR} . Then, for the method 
(3 .21) with x^ = kh we have for sufficiently small h, and for all 
a e ( 0 , l ) , | | E | | = O(h^). 
3.7 Numerical Illustration of the Finite Difference Method (L^) 
To i l lus t ra te our me thod (3 .21) we c o n s i d e r the 
fol lowing two singular two-point boundary value problems. 
Problem 1: 
(x "y ' ) ' = px«^P-2 ( (a+(3- l )+PxP) y. 
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y ( 0 ) = l , y ( l ) = e, 
with exact solution y(x) = exp(xP) 
Problem 2: 
(x«y')' = px«+P-2 (pxP ey - ( a+P-1 ))/(4+xP), 
y(0) = l n ( l / 4 ) , y ( l ) = l n ( l / 5 ) , 
with exact solution y(x) = ln(l /(4+xP)) 
We solved the Problems 1 and 2 using the method (3.21) for two 
set of values a= 0.5,p=4.0, a=0.75,p=3.75 with h =2 \ k =3(1 )6 
the maximum absolute errors in the results obtained are given in 
table 5 and 6. The results obtained by our method are superior as 
compared to the results of [67]. The results also show the fourth 
order convergence of the method (3.21). 
Table 5 
Maximum absolute errors ||E|| in problem 1 
a = 0 . 5 p=4.0 
8 
16 
32 
64 
2.7(--3) 
1.8(-4) 
l.U-
6.3(-
-5) 
-7) 
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N a = 0 . 7 5 (3=3.75 
8 
16 
32 
64 
Table -6 
maximum absolute errors in problem 2 
N IIEII 
2.1 (-3) 
1 .4M) 
9.9(-6) 
6.0(-7) 
a = 0 . 5 (3=4.0 
8.6(-5) 
5.8(-6) 
3.5(-7) 
2.0(-8) 
8 
16 
32 
64 
N a = 0 . 7 5 [3=3.75 
8 
16 
32 
64 
Also, we illustrate the method (3.21) for anon-uniform mesh 
by choosing x^ . = (kh)''^'"""^ on the Problems 1 and 2 for two set of 
values a= 0.5,(3=2.0, a=0.75,(3=l .75 with h = 2 - \ k =3(1 )6 the 
absolute errors in the results obtained are given in tables 7 and 8. 
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l . l ( -4 ) 
7.2(-6) 
5.1 (-7) 
3.2(-8) 
The results obtained by our method are superior as compared to 
the results of [67]. The results also show the fourth order 
convergence of the method (3.21). 
Table 7 
absolute errors ||E|| in problem 1 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
ilEII 
a=0 .5 |3=2.0 
6.5(-2) 
4.3(-3) 
2.6(-4) 
1.6(-5) 
a=0 .75 p=1.75 
6.7(-l) 
3.8(-2) 
3.1 (-3) 
1.9(-4) 
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absolute 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
Table 8 
errors! |E|| in problem 2 
a= 
l|E|| 
0.5 |3=2.0 
2.0(-3) 
l.3(-4) 
8.4(-6) 
5.2(-7) 
N 
8 
16 
32 
64 
a=0.75 p = ].75 
3.3(-2) 
1.9(-3) 
1.4(-4) 
1.0(-5) 
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Chapter-IV 
CHAPTER-IV 
THREE-POINT FINITE DIFFERENCE 
METHODS FOR A SINGULAR TWO-POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the class of singular two-point 
boundary value problems: 
I 
y" + _ y ' + f(x,y) - 0, 0 < x < l , y'(0) = 0, y(1) = A (4.1) 
X 
These problems occur quite often in applied mathematics; see, 
e.g. [68]. Russell and Shamphine [41] have shown that for linear 
f(x,y) = ky + g(x) , where g e C [0,1] , (4.1) possesses a unique 
solution if-oo< k < J ,^ where J = 2.40483 is the smallest positive 
o ' o ^ 
zero of the Bessel function J (x). 
For a posi t ive integer N , let h = l / N , x^ . = kh, k = 0(1 )N, 
Xv:.,/2^(l^+^/2)h,k = 0 ( l ) N - l a n d s e t y , = y ( x j , f , - f ( x ^ , y j . The 
usual classical three point finite difference discretization for (4.1) 
has been s tudied by Russell and Shamphine [41]. Wri t ing the 
differential equation in (4.1) as (xy')' + x f(x,y) = 0, the three point 
discretization of Russell and Shampine is 
-^.-,/2 y.-. -+- 2 X, y , - X,,,,, y , , - h ^ x / , + x'Jh) = 0 (4.2) 
k = l ( l ) N - l 
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where x,(h) = - ^ H / ( ^ , ) , X,_ ,^ <£,,< x,^, , 
and where we have set H/(X) = xy'^'^^x) + 2y"(x). 
Note that while y^= A, in order to be able to use the discretization 
(4.2) we need one more equation which must be obtained through 
the discretization of the boundary condition y'(0) = 0. 
In the present chapter we derive two three-point finite difference 
schemes (M,) and (M^) for the singular two-point boundary value 
problem (4.1). For the purpose we first establish an identity similar 
to Chawla and Katti [67] , from which various methods can be 
derived. 
In sect ion 4.2, first we derive the scheme (M^) based on 
non-uniform mesh for (4.1). In section 4 .3 , we show that under 
quite general conditions on f' and f " and for — oo < Sf/Sy < 4, the 
present scheme provides 0(h^)-convergence and in section 4.4, 
the second order convergence of the scheme is illustrated by three 
numerical examples, two linear and one non-linear. 
The scheme (M2) is similar to the scheme (M,) but in this 
scheme we take a uniform mesh and one more term in the Taylor 
expansion of f, by which we get one more term in the scheme 
(Mj). The advantage of this is that the error is reduced. 
In sect ion 4 .5 , we obtain a scheme (M^) based on three 
evaluat ions on f' and f " and f o r - 00 < df/dy < 4, we show that 
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our presen t scheme based on uniform mesh provides 
0(h^)-convergent approximations and in section 4.7, we illustrate 
our scheme with three numerical examples, two linear and one 
non-linear. 
4.2 Derivation of the Scheme (M ) 
For a positive integer N, let h = oh , x = 0, x = x + h , 
k k-1 0 k k-1 k 
k=l (1 )N where a is a constant mesh ratio and 
h = icy-\)/(o^-\) if a ^ l 
0 
and set y =y(x ), f = f(x ,y ). Writing the differential equation in 
k k k k k 
(4.1) as (xyT+x f(x,y) = 0 
and following similar arguments as in [67] we obtain the 
identity 
y k ^ y k - i y k + i ~ y k ^ k . k 
• ' k - i •'k ''k - ' k - i 
Where we have set (j)(t) = t f(t,y(t)), 
I \ = P'- ' log(x, , , / t )<l)(t)dt 
, k = 2 ( l ) N - l (4.3) 
x 
t = x 
and 
=r-J,  J ^ ^ ' ( l / x ) d x = l o g ( x , , , / x J (4.4) 
^ k 
We are interested here in obtaining a method of order two which is 
based on one evaluation of f 
By Taylor's expansion of f, we obtain 
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I \ = A„± , f,+ A, S f , + A / / ' (^\)/2 , ^ , i e ( x „ x,_^,)(4.5) 
and 
Ao^., = log ix,/x^J (xV2)+(x\^,-x\)/4 
A,% = (x\/6) log(x,^ ,^ /x,) 4- [(x\^-x\)/9]-x,[(x\^-x\)/4] 
A,-^  , = ±(x\/24)log(x,/x,^,)+(x\_,,/32)+((x\ x,^,)/8) 
-(1 3/288) x\-(x,x-\^ ,) /9) 
With the help of (4.5) from (4.3) we obtain 
y.-, + ( — + - ) y . - - y . . i - B o . . f ; - t , ( i \ ) = o 
^k I k - l ''' -^ 
where 
k=2( l ) N-1 (4.6) 
tk(hk)= B, , f , + l/2 B, , f " ( ^ , ) ^k^K^P^kn) (4-7) 
and 
B =(A' A ) + (A" M.Xm=0,\,2 
m, k "^  m. k k'^  ^ m.k k - l ' ' ' ' 
We note that the discertization (4.6) for the differential equation (4.1) 
holds for k=2(l)N-l. 
For k=l we can easily obtain the following equation: 
-y,+y,-(3h,V4)f+t,(h,) = 0 (4.8) 
Where 
t,(h,) = B, , f, +B, , f" (ti,), x ,<r , ,<x, (4.9) 
To discuss our scheme described by (4.6) and (4.8) we write 
it in matrix form. For the sake of convenience we multiply 
equation (4.8) by (1/log 2) since it helps in the inversion of the 
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coefficient matr ix . Let D=(d. . ) denote the t r idiagonal matr ix 
with 
d, , = 1 / J „ d, , = - l / J , 
d, , = 1/J,+ 1/J,_,, k = 2 ( l ) N - 1 , 
d u . . . , = - l / J . ' k = = 2 ( l ) N - l , 
du . . - , = - l / V , ' k = 2 ( l ) N - l , 
Let P = (P..) denote the diagonal matrix with 
P, ,=(3h,V4iog2), Pk,. = Bo,, k = 2 ( ] ) N - l , 
Y = (y, y^_,f, F(Y) = (f,,f, f^J\ 
Q = (0,0 0,A/J^_,fandT(h^) = (t,(h,), V , ( V , ) ) ' ' ' 
Then the discretization of (4.6) and (4.8) can be expressed in the 
matrix fonn 
D Y - P F ( Y ) + T ( h J = Q (4.10) 
Thus our scheme providing, approximat ions Y for Y for 
the singular two-point boundary value problem (4.1), consists 
of solving the ( N - 1 ) x ( N - l ) system. 
DY - PF(Y) = Q. (4,1 1) 
It is interest ing to note here that while y^ =A, to use 
our scheme (4.11) we do not need discretization of the boundary 
condit ion y'(0) = 0 as required in the ihree point discretization 
used by Russell and Shampine [41]. However we suggest the 
following formula for y^: 
Yo = 4y, + 5y^+4h2,f,+0(h'*,) 
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4.3 Convergence of the Difference Scheme (M,) 
Let E = Y - Y = (e, ^N-I)^- ^ ^ '""^ ^^ write 
F ( Y ) - F ( Y ) = UE, U = diag {u, u^ ,} where 
u. is a certain value of (^./5y.). From (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain the 
error equation 
(D-PU)E = T(hj^ ). (4.12) 
We next obtain a bound on the local truncation error. Since for 
fixed X, k' 
Lim B, , 
1 , K 
h - ^ 0 
and 
Lim 
h^  
^ 2 , . _ 
12 
1 
h->0 h-^  12 "" 
It follows that for sufficiently small h .^, 
and 
B 2 , k < ( h W 6 ) , k = 2 ( l ) N - l 
Let now a be fixed in (0,1). We assume that 
x° |f ' I < N , and x'+« I f ' I < N^, x e [0,1] 
For sui table posi t ive constants N^ and N^. Then from (4.7) we 
obtain for sufficiently small h .^, 
i g < C h \ x - , (4.13) 
C = (N,+N2)/6 
In the following we shall set 
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df 
u = sup ( ) 
0< x< 1 ay 
Note that u < u and U = ul. It is easy to see that D is irreducible 
a n d u s i n g t h e r o w s u m c r i t e r i a n t h a t D is a l s o 
monotone. First consider the case u < 0. Since P > 0, D — PU is 
irreducible, monotone and D - PU > D. 
Hence (E>-PU)-' < D"' and from (4.12) we obtain 
||E||<|(D-'T[| (4.14) 
Using the usual arguments for inverting a symmertic tridiagonal 
matrix it can be shown that if D~' = (d^ r ' ) , then 
d, . - '= log( l /x . ) , j = m a x ( k , i ) (4.15) 
Now with the help of (4.13) from (4.14) we obtain for i=l (1) N-1 
1 i N - 1 1 
|ej< C IV { log ( — ) Z x r - + Z l o g ( — ) x . - } (4.16) 
.1 
.1 
It is easy to establish the inequality 
i r X. x.'"*^ 
h. Z x.-° '<J ' x-«dx = —'— (4,17) 
' j=l ' 0 1 -a 
Again, since x~" log (1/x) is monotonically decreasing on (0,1] 
we can show that 
N - 1 1 r x . 1 
h^  Z log (—)x.- '^<J ^ o g ( _ ) x - - d x ,.A.-i^^iJ^,:C:., 
j = i + l X. • X X 
{ Ace. N o ) ' • ] ( ( CC i \ . . 
77 •^<Sv/-t)Vo^ A 
x.i-'^ 1 
(1—a) (1—a)^ 
With the help of (4.17) and (4.18) from (4.16) we obtain 
Ch.2 
| e j < ^ ( l - x / - ° ' ) , i = l ( l ) N - l (4 .19) 
( l - a ) 2 
Hence we obtain, for sufficiently small h. , 
| |E | |<C*h2,C* = C/( l -a )2 , h ^ m a x h . (4.20) 
i 
We next consider the convergence for the case u>0. We may write 
U= U++U- where U* >0. U" < 0 and D-PU = M(I-M-' PU") where we 
have set M = D—PU". It is easy to see that D-PU" is irreducible and 
monotone and ( D - P U - ) - ' < D- ' . It follows that ( D - P U ) will be 
monotone provided I-M-' PU"^  is monotone. Since ||M-'P||oo < ||D-'P||oo 
from Collatz ([12] Theorem 3, p.378), (I-M"' PU')will be monotone 
provided that u||D-'P|| < 1, in any norm. Taking the infinity norm, 
we have I—M-'PU"^ to be monotone provided that 
1 
u < Since 
I|D-'P1L 
1 ||D-' P|l^ = max (NM2) (4.21) 
i 4N^ 
1 1 
= — ( 1 ) 
4 N^ 
It follows that I-M-'PU"^, and consequen t ly ,D-PU will be 
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m o n o t o n e p rov ided u< 4 .0 . Hence in the uni form norm, 
( I - M ' ' PU"^)"' exists and is bounded by 
||(I-M-1PU^)-'|| < l / ( l - u / 4 ) 
provided u<4. Since the error equation (4.12) may be written as 
M ( I - M - ' PU+)E = T ( h J and since ||M-'||^, < HD'H.^ with the 
help of (4.13) it follows that ||E||^ < C** h^ max h^  = h 
i 
C 
C**= provided u<4. 
( l - a ) ( l - u / 4 ) 
4.4 Numerical Illustration of the Scheme (Mj) 
To illustrate our scheme (4.6) and its 0(h^)-convergence we 
consider the following singular two-point boundary value problems. 
Problem 1: 
1 
y"(x)+ y'(x) + V expy(x) = 0, 0 < x< 1 
X 
y(0) = o, y ( i ) = o 
The exact solution is 
B+1 (8-2v)±{(8-2v)2-4v2}' /2 
y(x) = 2 1og , B = 
Bx2+1 2 
We solved this problem by the present scheme (4.6) for v=] and 
for the solution of the resulting non-linear fmite difference equation 
(4.11) we used Newton's method. 
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Problem 2: 
1 1 
y"(x)+ y'(x) +(cosx+ sinx) = 0, 
X X 
y'(0) = 0, y ( l ) = cosl 
The exact solution is y(x) = cosx 
Problems: 
1 
y"(x) + y'(x) = pxP-2 (P+(3xP) y(x) 
X 
y(0)=o , y(i) = e 
The exact solution is y(x) = exp(xP) 
We solved these problems for different values of N, p , a as 
ment ioned in the tables 1,2 and 3. The absolute errors in the re-
sults obtained by the scheme are given in tables. We found that 
these results are accurate and show the second order convergence 
of scheme (4.6). 
Table 1 
Abso lu te errors | |E| | in problem I 
N IIEil 
a=0.98 
4 1.9(-3) 
8 4 . 3 ( ^ ) 
16 8.9(-5) 
32 l -9 ( -5 ) 
64 4.2(-6) 
128 l , 0 ( -6 ) 
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Table 2 
A b s o l u t e errors | |E | | in prob lem 2 
N II E l l 
a-0 .98 
20 1.9(-4) 
40 4.9(-5) 
80 1.5(-5) 
160 3 .6 (^ ) 
Table 3 
A b s o l u t e errors | |E| | in p r o b l e m 3 
N ||E|| 
CT=0.98 p=3.0 
16 6.9(-3) 
32 1.6(-3) 
64 3.9(-4) 
128 1.0(-4) 
4.5 Derivation of the Scheme (M ) 
2 
For a positive integer N, let h = 1 /N, x = kh, k=0( 1 )N and set 
k 
y = y(x ), f = f(x ,y ). Writing the differential equation in (4.1) as 
k k k k k 
(xy')'+x f(x,y) = 0 
and fol lowing s imilar a rguments as in [67] we obtain the 
identity 
y k y k - l ^ ^ k + l ^ k k k 
- ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ! i = — - + - ^ , k=2( l )N-] (4.22) 
' ' k - 1 *'k - 'k • ' k - i 
where we set ^(i) = t f(t,y(t)), 
I±, = r " log(x ,^ , / t ) ( i ) ( t )d t 
and 
J, = J ( i /x)dx = log(x^,/x^) (4.23) 
\ 
We are interested here in obtaining a method of order two which 
is based on three evaluations of f 
By Taylor's expansion of f, we obtain 
^\ = A / , f,+ A^ ^ .,f ,+ 1/2 A / ,f' (^\X ^,± e(x, , x,^,) (4,24) 
and 
Ao^.. - log (Vx,,,) (xy2)+(x\^-x\) /4 
Ar . . = (x\/6) log(x,^, /x,) -f [(x-\^-x\)/9]-x,[(x\^-x\)/4] 
A / ^ , = ± (xV24) log(x,/x,^,) + (x\^,/32)4- ( ( x \ x,^,)/8) 
-(13/288)x\-<x,x-\^,)/9) 
with the help of (4.24) from (4.22) we obtain 
- - y.-,+ ( - + Y ) y . - - y . . , - B o , . f . - B , ^ , f , - t , ( h ) = o 
K=2(1)N-1 (4.25) 
where 
t , (h)= 1/2 B^^f ' (^J ^,e(x,_„x,,,) (4.26) 
and 
B =(A^ , / J J + (A- , / l ,), m=0,l,2 
m . k ^ m . k k ' ^ m . k k - 1 - " ' ' 
We note that the discertization (4.25) for the differential 
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equation (4.1) holds for k=2( 1 ) N - 1 . 
For k=l we can easily obtain the following equation; 
-y,+y,-(3hV4)f,+B, , f , + t,(h) = 0 (4.27) 
Where 
t,(h) = B^, f ' ( r , , ) ,x ,<r , ,<x , (4.28) 
and 
B, , =(hV6) (log 2+1/6), B^, =(hV24)(-log2+19/12) 
To discuss our method described by (4.25) and (4.27) we write it 
in matrix form. For the sake of convenience we multiply equation (4.27) 
by (1/log 2) since it helps in the inversion of the coefficient matrix. 
Let D = (d..) denote the tridiagonal matrix with 
d, ,= (1 / J , ) , d ,^ = - ( l / J , ) 
d ,^ = ( l / J , )+ ( l /V , ) , k - 2 ( l ) N - 2 , 
d . . . . , = - ( l / J . X k = 2 ( l ) N - l , 
d . . . _ , = - ( l / V , ) ' k=2( l )N-2 , 
Let P= (P..) denote the diagonal matrix with 
P, , = 3hV4 1og2, P..k = Bo.k k = 2 ( l ) N - l , 
Y = (y, yK-,f. F(Y) = (f,,f, f^ ,^)'-", 
Q = (0,0 0,A/J^_,)^ and T(h) = (t,(h), V , (h ) )^ ' 
Then the discretization of (4.25) and (4.27) can be expressed in 
the matrix form 
DY-PF(Y)+T(h) = Q (4.29) 
Thus our method providing approximations V for Y for the 
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s ingular two-point boundary value problem (4.1) consis ts of 
solving of the (N-1 ) x ( N - l ) system. 
D Y - P F ( Y ) = Q. (4 .30) 
It is in teres t ing to note here that while y^ ^ = A, to use our 
method (4 .31) we do not need discret izat ion of the boundary 
condit ion y'(0) = 0 as required in the three point discretization 
used by Russel l and Shampine [41] . However we suggest the 
following formula for y^: 
yo = 4y^+5y^+4h^f,+0(h'') 
4.6 Convergence of the Difference Scheme (M^) 
Let E = Y - Y = (e, ^N-I)^- ^ ^ may write 
F(Y)-F(Y) = UE, U = d iag{u , u^_,} where 
u. is a certain value of (5f/5y.). From (4.29) and (4.30) we obtain the 
error equation 
(D-PU)E = T(h). (4.31) 
We next obtain a bound on the local truncation error. Since for 
fixed x^, 
Lim 
h->0 
and 
Lim 
h ^ O 
B , , . _ 
h^ 
^2.U 
h^ 
1 
12 
1 
12 
It follows that for sufficiently small h, 
B, <h-V6 
1 , k 
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and 
B , , < ( h ^ x , / 6 ) , k = 2 ( l ) N - l 
Let now a be fixed in (0,1). We assumed that 
x ' + ° | f ' | < N , , x € [ 0 , l ] 
For suitable positive constant Nj. Then from (4.26) we obtain for 
sufficiently small h, 
| g < C h ^ x ^ ^ (4.32) 
C = N,/12 
In the following we shall set 
df 
u = sup ( ) 
0< x< 1 ay 
Note that u. < u and U = ul. It is easy to see that D is irreducible 
and us ing the row-sum criterian that D is also monotone. First 
consider the case u < 0. Since P > 0, D — PU is irreducible, monotone 
a n d D - P U > D . 
Hence ( D - P U ) - ' < D- ' and from (4.31) we obtain 
l |E| |<| |D-iT|| (4 .33) 
Using the usual arguments for inverting a symmertic tridiagonal 
matrix it can be shown that if D~' = (d^ .~'), then 
d, ,-' = log (1/x.), J = max (k , i) (4 .34) 
Now with the help of (4.32) from (4.33) we obtain for i=l (1) N - 1 
1 i N - 1 1 
| e , |<Ch^ { l o g ( — ) E x . - « + Z log(—)x.- '^} (4.35) 
Xi j = l •' J=i + 1 x ' 
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It is easy to establish the inequality 
X. X . ' - " 
h Z x.- '^<J x-'^dx = — ^ (4.36) 
j = l ' 0 1 - a 
Again, since x-"* log (1/x) is monotonically decreasing on 
(0,1 ] we can show that 
N - 1 1 r^M 1 
h E log (—)x.-«<J %g (—)x-^dx 
i = i + l X. •' X. X 
X .1 - - 1 
— log(x,) + - (1-x ,^- ) (4.37) 
(1-a) ' (\-ay 
With the help of (4.36) and (4.37) from (4.35) we obtain 
Ch2 
|e,|< (1-x,^^), i= l ( l )N- l (4.38) 
(l-ay 
Hence we obtain for sufficiently small h , 
| |E | | < C* h ^ C* = C / ( l - a ) ^ 
(4 .39) 
We next consider the convergence for the case u>0. We 
may wri te U= U^+U" where U'^>0. U ' < 0 and D - P U = M ( 1 - M ' 
PU"") where we have set M = D-PU~. It is easy to see that D-PU" is 
irreducible and monotone and (D-PU")"' < D"'. It therefore follows 
that ( D - P U ) will be monotone provided I-M^' PU' is monotone. 
Since ||M-'P||oo < ||D-'P||oo from Collatz ([12] Theorem 3, p.378), 
( I -M" ' PU^) will be monotone provided that u | | D ' P | | < 1, in any 
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norm.Taking the infinity norni, we have I—M"'PU' will be monotone 
provided that 
1 
u < Since 
IID-'P|I_ 
|D-ip||^ = max (-31og (i/N)/4N2 log 2)-hV4 log (i/N) 
i 
xE[(2j+i)/ioga+i/j)-(2j-i)/ioga/j-i)] 
j=2 
N - 1 
+ hV4 ziog (j/N) [(2j+i yiog G+i/j)- (2j-i yiog G/j-1)] 
j= i+ l 
1 ||D-'P||^ = max (NM2) (4.40) 
i 4N2 
1 1 
- — ( 1 - ) 
4 N^ 
It follows that I -M- 'PU^, and consequently, D - P U will be 
m o n o t o n e p rov ided u< 4 .0 . Hence in the uniform norm, 
(I-M"^ PU^)~' exists and is bounded by 
II (I-M-' PUVII < l/(l-u/4) 
provided u<4. Since the error equation (4.31) may be written as 
M ( I - M - ' PU^)E = T(h) and since | |M-' | |„ ^ l|D'||^^ with the 
help of (4.32) it follows that ||E|| < C** h\ 
C 
C * * = provided u <4. 
( l - a ) ( l - u / 4 ) 
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4.7 Numerical Illustration of the Scheme (M^) 
To il lustrate our method (4.25) and (4.27) and its 0(h^y 
convergence we consider the following examples. 
Example 1: 
1 1 
y"(x)+ y'(x) +(cosx+ sinx) = 0, 
X X 
y'(0) = 0, y ( l ) = cosl 
The exact solution is y(x) = cosx 
Example 2: 
1 
y"(x) + y'(x) = PxP-2 (P+PxP) y(x) 
X 
y'(0) = 0 , y ( l ) = e 
The exact solution is y(x) = exp(xP) 
Examples. 
1 
y"(x)+ y'(x) + V expy(x) = 0, 0 < x<l 
X 
y'(0) = 0, y ( l ) = 0 
The exact solution is 
B+1 ( 8 - 2 v ) ± { (8 -2v)2 -4v-} ' ' 2 
y(x) = 2 1og - — , B = 
B x ^ l 2 
In this example we take v = l and for the solution of the 
resul t ing non-l inear finite difference equat ion (4.30) we used 
Newton's method. 
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We solved these examples using our scheme (4.25) and (4,27) 
for different values of N and (3 as mentioned in the tables 4, 5 and 
6. The absolute errors in the results obtained are given in 
tables . We found that these results are accurate and show the 
second order convergence of scheme. 
Table 4 
Absolute errors ||E|| in example 1 
N ||E|| 
20 4.6(-5) 
40 1.2(-5) 
80 3.4(-6) 
160 1.0(-6) 
Table 5 
Absolute errors ||E|1 in example 2 
N IIEII 
(3=3.0 
16 5.1 (-3) 
32 1.2(-3) 
64 2.9(-4) 
128 8.4(-5) 
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Table 6 
Absolu te e r r o r s | |E|| in example 3 
N ||E|| 
8 2.3(-4) 
16 5,4(-5) 
32 1.3(-5) 
64 4.0(-6) 
128 1.0(-6) 
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Chapter-V 
CHAPTER -V 
SPLINE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS 
FOR SINGULAR TWO - POINT BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEMS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the class of singular two-point 
boundary value problems: 
x-«(x«u')' = f(x,u), 0 < x ^ l , (5.1) 
u ( 0 ) - A , u ( l ) = B, 
Here a e ( 0 , l ) and A,B are finite constants.We assume that, for 
( x , u ) e { [ 0 , l ] x R } ; (A) f(x,u) is cont inuous, 5f/5u exists and is 
continuous and 5f/5u > 0. 
Such problems arise in the study of general ized axially 
symmetric potentials after separation of variables has been employed 
[27,28]. The discrete variable numerical solution of the singular 
two-point boundary value problems (5.1) by finite differences has 
been considered by many authors; see, for example, [27],[28],[67], 
[74], and the references given in these papers. The finite difference 
methods presented so far had order at most two. In 1987 Chawla 
[79] described a fourth-order discrete variable finite difference 
method for the problem (5,1) for the case f(x,u) replaced by 
X-" f(x,u). 
The use of cubic spline for the solution of (regular) l inear 
two-point boundary-vlaue problems was suggested by Bickley [22]. 
Later, Fyfe [26] discussed the application of deferred corrections 
to the method suggested by Bickley by considering again the case 
of (regular) linear boundary-value problems. In comparison with 
finite difference methods, spline solution has its own advantages. 
For example, once the solution has been computed, the infomiation 
required for spline interpolation between mesh points is available. 
This is particularly significant when the solution of the boundary 
value problem is required at various locations in the interval [0,1]. 
An important instance also is the use of an automatic plotter that 
frequently requires interpolation at great many intermediate points. 
However, it is well known since then that the cubic spline method 
of Bickley gives only second order convergent approximations. 
But cubic spline itself is a fourth order process. In 1987, 1988 for 
(regular) non-linear two-point boundary value problems Chawla and 
Subramanian [80], [82] have described methods based on cubic 
4 
Splines which Provide order h uniformly convergent approximations. 
In this chapter we derive two spline finite difference methods 
(N ) and (N ). The method (N ) is of second order based on non-
1 2 1 
uniform mesh, while (N ) is a fourth order method based on uniform 
2 
mesh. To derive the method (N ) we use the same technique as for 
2 
(N ) except that we approximate left hand side of (5.1) by a piece 
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wise quadratic lagrange polynomial instead of a linear lagrange 
polynomial. The advantage of this is that the order of the error is 
increased to four. 
In the section 5.2, first we construct a spline and the three 
point finite difference method based on non-uniform mesh, for 
the solution of (5.1). In section 5.3, we show that the scheme is 
2 
0 ( h )-convergent under appropriate conditions. In section 5.4, the 
method is applied on two numerical examples. The numerical results 
show that the method is robust and the spl ine gives good 
approximation at the intermediate points. 
In section 5.5, we derive a fourth order method (N ) based on 
2 
five eva lua t ions of f, in sec t ion 5.6, the me thod and its 
4 
0 ( h )- convergence is illustrated by two numerical examples. 
5.2 Spline Finite Difference Method (N ) 
1 
Consider first the case a e (0,1). We consider a general non-
uniform mesh 0=x„< x,< x < < x, =1 . 
0 1 2 N 
Denote u.=u(x.) and f = f(x. ,u.) etc. 
We write 
d du M. , M. 
X - — - (x« - — ) = --^~ ( x - x ) + —-^(x-x^_,), (5.2) 
dx dx h. h. 
X , < X < X 
Where h. = x.-x. , and mesh ratio a. = h^,/ h . It is obvious that 
[x-« (x" u') ' ]x = X = M = f and 
j J J 
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[ x - ( x " u ' ) ' ] x = x ^ = M . _ , = f_, 
Integrating (5.2) twice and setting the interpolating conditions 
u(x._,)=u. , and u(x.) = u. we get the spline approximation as 
u(x)= - - ^ [ ( a x._, - a_ ,x ; ) - x^'Cu- u^_,)] 
+ [Sj*x2{2x(l+a)-3(2+a)x_,}+-^^+a.*] M^  a J 
a 
b. 
+[S.*x2{3(2+a)x.-2x(l+a)}+-!-x^+b.*]M._,, (5.3) 
a 
Where 
c — 
^ X. 
J 
a = 1— a 
a 
9 
a „ a 
J - 1 
s. = 
.1 
X < X < X 
. i - 1 .1 
6hj(l+a)(2+a) 
a. = - S . S.'[ax2. (2x.-3x. ,)+2x.2(x.-3x. ,)+x. -^  +(a+4)] 
b^  = - S, S ; [(a+4) x,-^-axV,(3x, - 2x^_,)-2xV,(3x - x,_,)] 
s.s. 
I 
a 
a.* = . L _ ^ [x^. x .^_, { 2 ( l + a ) x. - 3 ( 2 + a ) x._,}+(oc+4)x'.__, x^,] 
S. S.* 
V = -^-L[(cx+4)x-^. x'-.,-X". x2. , {3(2+a)x -2( l+ot)x, ,}] . 
a 
Setting j = j+1 in (5.3) we get the spline valid in the interval 
(x. ,x.^j). I f Nve n o w require that u '(x) be cont inuous at the 
node x we get 
- S . u. , + (S.+S.^,) u - S ,^ u.^, = A M^, + B M +C M , 
.1 .1-1 ^ .1 .1+1^ .) .1+1 .)+! .1 .1 + 1 .1 .1 .1 ,1-1 
j = l , 2 , , N - 1 (5 .4) 
Where 
A. = - 6 S V , X.2+- +a^ , , C. = -6S.* x.^^- - b . , 
•' . '+ ' .) .1+1 .1 .1 .1 ,1 ' 
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B. = 6 x ; « [(2+<x) (x^,,SV, + Xj_, S-.) - ( l + a ) x , ( S V , + S V ] 
Setting M. J = f ^ etc., we have the three point finite difference 
method 
1^ ' - S . u. ,+(S.+S.,,) u.-S ,.,n , = A. f , ,+B f+C f 
j = l , 2 , ,N-1 (5 .5) 
The truncation error in the difference method (5.5) to be 
t(h.) 1 
2 4 
-x.«(l+a.3)h3f "+ 
5.3 Convergence of the Spline Finite Difference Method(Nj) 
The difference scheme (5.5) can be written in the form 
SU+Mf+T=R (5.6) 
Where 
u=[u, u, u^_,r, T=[t,t, v.r^ 
f=[f, f^  fN-ir- R=[(S, A 4- C, f„) 0 0 (S^B + A^f^)] 
s = 
S,+S, - S , o 
-s. S.+S3 - S 3 
-s . s+s^ - s , 
3 4 4 
o N-1 ^ N - l ' ' ~ ^ N 
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and 
- C . 
M 
-A . 
- B . 
- A . 
- B 
O 
Lo -c N - l -B N - l 
w e no te tha t S > 0, A.< 0, B < 0, C < 0. H e n c e w e have , 
M >0 . Dropping the truncation error in (5.6) we get 
SU+Mf(U) = R (5 .7) 
Where 0 denotes the approximate solution. 
Subtracting (5.6) from (5.7), we have 
(S+MF)E = T (5 .8) 
Where E = U-U and FE = f(U) - f(U) 
and F=diag. [ df, du. du. dt N - l du ] . Note that N - l 
we have assumed 
af 
> 0. Hence F> 0 and MF> 0. and 
du 
S + M F > S . 
w^here S is irreducible and monotone .Therefore, 
(S+MF)- ' ^ S-i 
From (5.8) and (5.9) we find 
(5 .9) 
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||E|| = | | (S+MFr T|| S l|S-'|| imi (5.10) 
Consider now the spline difference scheme (5.5). Denote 
S- '=(S*. .), a = l - a . We find for j= l , 2 , , i-1 
S*^.= ( - ^ ) S*, . - — ( x ^ , - x ^ . ) , i - l ( l ) N - l , i ^ j 
Xj a 
1 
aD 
(5.11) 
D= (^^)(xV-xV.)- ( ^ (x^xV,)-
X , X , 
For j = i, i+1, ,N—1, we have 
X ] 
1 
S*, = (x" -x".)(x'\-x'\ ,) (5.12) 
aD, 
D.= ( — ) (^V-xV.)- ( - ^ ) (x^-x",)-
X , X , 
we find 
i-1 i-  1 / x \ 
? S*,^.= {—) [x,«+x/+ + x v , ) - ( i - l ) x ' y 
J= i a ^ x;; N 
and 
N-1 sr-1 1 / x , \ N - i 
J=i a ^x^^ j = l 
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T h e r o w s u m is ob t a ined as 
N -
S S*. = — ( N - i ) x ^ + Z x ^ - ( — ) S x^ ( 5 . 1 3 ) 
W h e r e v/e h a v e u sed Xj^=l 
C o n s i d e r n o w t h e n o n - u n i f o r m m e s h x.=(jh) '^^' '^^  w h e r e 
h = 1 / N T h e n from ( 5 . 1 3 ) , w e h a v e 
N - 1 I - l I f i - 1 / ><^  \ N 1 
E S*. . = — ( N - i + l ) x ^ + E x ^ - ( — ) Z x^ ( 5 . 1 4 ) 
J = l a •- j = l Xj^ j = l 
It is K n o w n tha t 
1 ^ + 2 ^ + ( i - l ) ^ < ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
and 
1 ^ + 2 ^ + N ^ < ( 5 . 1 6 ) 
A,+ l 
a 
W h e r e A.= 
1—a 
H e n c e f rom (5 .14) 
^-1 1 r h^ i^ -^ ' / X. V h^ N^+' "I 
.5 sr . <— [(N-i+i)x^4-- (^  ^ j J 
N - l 
E 
j = l • a •- >^+l " x ^ " X+\ 
( 5 . 1 7 ) 
I-X.+1 
< ( 5 . 1 8 ) 
a ( X + l ) h 
w h e r e t is t he v a l u e o f x. at w h i c h m a x i m u m o c c u r s for t he 
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expression on the right hand side of (5.17) and is given by 
1/(1-0.) 
L ?^N(a+l-oc) -^  
Hence 
|E|1< lit 
a(?^+l)h 
t^^' h^ x"' 
•' I -f " 
a(?^+l)h 12 
^ fe) a \^^' h^ M (5 .19) X+l^ a(?^+l) 
Where x"' |f " | ^ M. We have 
Theorem : Assume that f satisfies (A) and x'^ jf " | ^  M. Then 
for the spline defiference scheme (5.5) with x =(jh)"*^''"\ we have 
||E|| = O(h^) for sufficiently small h. 
5.4 Numerical Illustration of the Spline Finite Difference 
Method (N,) 
We i l lustrate the method (5.5) on the fol lowing boundary 
value problems 
Problem 1: 
P 
u" + — u ' = -x ' -p Cos x - ( 2 - p ) x-p sin x, 
X 
u ( 0 ) = 0 , u ( l ) = c o s l . 
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T h e e x a c t so lu t ion is u (x ) = X'~P COSX. 
P r o b l e m 2 : 
( x " u ' ) ' = Px "+P-2 [ (oc+p-1 ) +PxP] u , 
u ( 0 ) = l , u ( l ) = e. 
T h e e x a c t so lu t ion is u (x ) = exp(x'^). 
T O i l l u s t r a t e t h e m e t h o d ( 5 . 5 ) we c h o o s e t h e 
c o n s t a n t m e s h ra t io cr and 
h„ = ( a - 1 ) / ( a N - l ) i f a 7^  1 
W e so lved the p r o b l e m s 1 and 2 u s i n g the i ne thod (5 .5 ) 
for d i f f e r e n t v a l u e s o f N , o i , p , cy,p a s m e n t i o n e d in t h e 
t a b l e s . T h e a b s o l u t e e r r o r s in t h e r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d b y t h e 
m e t h o d (5 .5) are given in t ab les 1 and 2. We found tha t these 
resu l t s a re a ccu ra t e and shov/ the s econd o rder c o n v e r g e n c e 
o f ( 5 . 5 ) . 
Table 1 
Absolu te e r r o r s | |E|| in p rob lem 1 
N liiii 
a = 0 . 5 a = 0 . 9 8 p = l / 2 
20 
40 
80 
160 
2.7(-A) 
8.3(-5) 
2 2 ( - 5 ) 
5.9(-6) 
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_N l|E|| 
a = 0 . 5 a = 1 . 0 2 p = l / 2 
20 
40 
80 
160 
l.SM) 
4.2(-
1.0(-
2.4(-
-5) 
-5) 
-6) 
Table 2 
Absolute errors ||E|| in problem 2 
N ||E|| 
a = 0 . 5 p=4 .0 a = 0 . 9 8 
16 6.3(-3) 
32 1.4(-3) 
64 3 . 5 ( ^ ) 
128 l K - 4 ) 
N llEII 
a = 0 . 7 5 p= 3.75 a = 0 . 9 8 
16 
32 
64 
128 
6.5(-3) 
1.4(-3) 
3.6(-4) 
1.0(-4) 
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5.5 Spline Finite Difference Method (N^) 
Consider first the case a s (0,1). We consider a general 
non-uniform mesh 0 = x^ < x^<x^< Xj^ = 1. Denote u. = u(x.) 
and f = f (x., u.) etc. We write 
J du _ ( x - x p ( x - x ^ ^ (x-x ,_ , ) (x-x ,„ ) ^^ 
dx dx 2h^ '"' h^ 
.1 
(x-x._,)(x-x.) 
M.^, X. <x<x.^, (5 .20) 
2h.2 ' ' 
where h. = x. — x. ,. It is obvious that 
[x-«(x"u') ' ]x.^ =M.^ =f^, 
j + i .i+i .1+1 
[ x ^ ( x « u ' ) ' ] x . = M. = f. 
and 
[x-"(x«u ' ) ' ]x . = M . = f , 
Integrating (5.20) twice and setting the interpolating conditions 
u(x. ,) = u. ,, u(x.) = u. and u (x^ , ) = u.,, we get the spl ine 
\ ) - ! - ' .1-1 .1 .1 ^ .1 + ' .1' 1 
approximation as 
- S . 
u ( x ) = —' [ (u . , ,x ._ ,^-u ._ , x . ^ / ) - x H u . ^ . - u , _ , ) ] 
a " 
+ [ S*. x2 {-3x2(1+a)(2+a) + 4 x ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) ( x . ,+x.^,) - 6(2 + a ) 
a, 3 
( 3 + a ) ( x , x ) } + - ^ x ^ + a . * ] M . + [ S . * x 2 { — x 2 ( l + a ) ( 2 + a ) 
a J J J 2 
- 2x (1 +a) (3+a) (x.+x.^,) +3(2+a)(3+a) x. x.^,} 
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b. 
a 
3 
+ [ S* x2 {— x2 ( 1 + a ) ( 2 + a ) - 2x (1 + a ) ( 3 + a ) (x^_^+ xp 
•" 2 
. + 3(2 + a)(3 + a) x^_, x ^ + - ^ x- + c * ] M 
a J J 
V , < x < x ^ , , (5.21) 
Where 
a = 1—a 
S. = a / ( x . , / - x , _ , ^ ) S ; = 1/ 12 ( l+a ) (2+a ) (3+a )h2 , 
a. = S. S.* [ 3 ( 1 + a ) ( 2 + a ) ( x ^ , / - x^_/) - 4 ( 1 + a ) ( 3 + a ) (x,_,+x,,,) 
(x,.,^-Xi_,^) + 6 (2+a) (3+a) x._, x.,, (x.,,2-x._,2)] 
b^  = S , S ; [ - 1 . 5 ( l + a ) ( 2 + a ) ( x . , , ^ - x ^ _ , ^ ) + 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) ( x > x ^ ^ , ) 
(X. , ; - x._,3) _ 3 ( 2 + a ) (3+a)x. x.,, (x . , ,^ - x._,^)] 
c. = S.S; [-1.5 ( l+a ) (2+a) (x . , , - -x^_/ )+ 2 ( l+a) (3+a) 
(x._,+x.) ( x . , / - x._,^) - 3(2+a)(3+a) x.x._,(x,^,^ - x,_,^)] 
S S * 
a.* = _L-L [ 3x . ^ / (1+a ) (2+a ) ( x . , , " - x . ^ . / ' ) - 4 ( l +a ) (3+a ) 
a 
X,.,' (Xj_,+x^,,) (x,.,^-x,_,^) + 6(2+a)(3+cc) x.^ .,^  ( x , , / ' - x._,">) 
(x._^x.^,) - x . , / (3( 1+a)(2+a) (x.^,^ - x._/) - 4( 1 +a) (3+a) 
(x._,+x^.,) (x^.,^ - x._,^) + 6(2+a) (3+a) (x_,x.,,) (x,, ,^  - x,^,^))] 
S S * 3 
b ; = ^ [ ( x . , , - ' - x . _ , " ) ( ( l+a) (2+a)x . , , ' ^ + 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) 
a 2 
3 (x.+x.,,) x^ ,^^  - 3x.,, x.(2+a) (3+a) x.^,^) - x,^;> (_ - _ ( i +a)(2+a) 
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(x., , '^- x^_/) + 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) (x. + x^,^) (x,,,^-x,_,^) - 3 ( 2 + a ) ( 3 + a ) 
S S * 3 
c.*= _ ^ [ ( x . ^ , a _ ^ , _ ^ a ) | ( l + a ) ( 2 + a ) x , _ . / + 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) 
a " 2 
3 
(x._, + x.)x^,,3 - 3 (2+a) (3+a) x._, x. x^,,2| _^^^^a | (i + a ) ( 2 + a ) 
( x ^ , / - x._/) + 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) (x,_, + x^ (x^^,3-x._,3)-3(2+a)(3+a) 
X j _ , X . ( x . , , 2 - X . _ , ^ ) } ] 
Setting j =j—1 and j = j + l in (5.21) we get the spline valid in the 
internal (x. j , x._^ 2)- If we now require that u' (x) be contineous at 
the node x. we get. 
- S . , u. , + (S, , + S.^,) u. - S.,, u.^, 
j - l j - 2 ^ j - 1 .1 + 1^ J j + 1 )+2 
= A. M.^, + B. M.^ + C. M. + P. M. + Q, M ,, 
J J+2 .1 J + 1 J J J J - l ^ J J-2 
j = 2 , 3 , N - 2 (5.22) 
Where 
A. = [ S*.,, (6 x/^«(l + a ) (2 + a ) - 6(1 + a ) (3 + a ) x/^« (x^+x^.,) 
+ 6 (2 + a ) ( 3 + a ) x/^« x..^ , }+c.,, ] 
B . - [ S . , ; { - 1 2 x / - « ( l + a ) ( 2 + a ) + 1 2 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) x / ^ - ( x . + x . ^ , ) 
- 12(2 + a ) ( 3 + a ) x /^" x.^ J + a.,^ ] 
C = [ 6 (1 + a ) ( 2 + a ) x / ^ - (S.,,* - S._/) - 6(1 + a ) ( 3 + a ) x. 
( S . , / (X.,, + x.^,) -S._;(x._2 + x._,)) + 6 x . ' - (2 + a ) (3 + a ) 
(S , . ; (Xi . , x^.,)-S^_;(x,_,x,^,))} + ( b . , , - c . _ , ) ] 
Pj = - [ S . _ , ' { -12 x.^^«(l + a ) ( 2 + a ) + 1 2 x . 2 " - ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) 
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2+a 
2+a 
j 
(x._, + xp - 1 2 (2 + a ) ( 3 + a ) x/ -« x,_, } +a._, ] 
Q. = - [ S . _ / { 6(1 + a ) ( 2 + a ) x . 3 + « - 6 ( l + a ) ( 3 + a ) x. 
(x._j + xp + 6(2 + a ) ( 3 + a ) x/"^- x._,} + b._,] 
Set t ing M ,, = f. ^ etc. we have the five point finite difference 
approximation 
- S . , u. , + ( S . , + S,^ , )u . -S. , ,u ,^ , = A . f _ + B . f ^ + C , f + P f , 
j - l J - 2 V j _ i , + 1 / J j + i , + 2 J j + 2 I ,1 + 1 .1 I J .1-1 
+ Q.f_, j = 2 , 3 , N-2 (5.23) 
for j = 1 and j = N - 1 we obtained the following equation.s: 
UQ = 4u, + Su^ + 4h2 f^  + O(h^) 
and 
UN = 4u^-, + 5u^_,+ 4h^f^_, + 0(h'») 
Special case : When a = 0 for uniform mesh x.^ ^—x = h we obtain 
S. = S . ^ = l / 2 h , B. = C. = P. = - 2 h/3 
. ) - ' .1+1 ' .1 .) .) 
a n d A . = Q. = 0 
Then equation (5.23) reduces to 
u. - 2 u . + u.^ = 4hV3 [f + f + f^,] (5.24) 
.1-2 ,1 .1+2 L .1- 1 J .1 + 1J ^ '' 
we get the turncation error in (5.24), for uniform mesh, as 
7 
t.(h) = —h^u.<"'^+ (5.25) 
equation (5.25) shows that the method (5.24) is of order four. 
The convergence of the method (N^) is similar as the convergence 
of method (Nj) 
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5.6 Numerical Illustration of the Spline Finite Difference 
Method (N )^ 
To illustrate the method (5.23) and its ©(h'') convergence we 
consider the following numerical examples. 
Example 1: 
P 
u" + — u ' = -x ' -p Cos x - ( 2 - p ) x-p sin x, 
X 
u ( 0 ) = 0 , u ( l ) = c o s l . 
The exact solution is u(x) = X ' P COSX. 
example 2: 
(^ cc ^.y ^ p ^ oc+p-2 [ (ot+p-1) +(3xP] u, 
u ( 0 ) = l , u ( l ) = e. 
The exact solution is u(x) = exp(xP). 
We solved these examples using our method (5.23) for uniform 
mesh i.e. x. = j h j =1(1)N-1 and h = 1/N for different values ofN, 
a , P, p as mentioned in the tables. The absolute errors in the 
results obtained by the method (5.23) are given in tables 3 and 4. 
We found that these results are accurate and show the fourth order 
convergence of (5.23). 
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Table 3 
Absolute errors ||E|| in example 1 
N ||E|1 
a = 0.5 p = 1/2 
20 4.3(-7) 
40 2.8(-8) 
80 1.7(-9) 
160 1.1 (-10) 
Table 4 
Absolu te e r r o r s | |E| | in example 2 
N ||E|| 
a = 0.5 ( 3 - 4 . 0 
16 5.0(-6) 
32 3.4(-7) 
64 2.0(-8) 
128 1.4(-9) 
N ||E|| 
a = 0.75 p = 3.75 
16 
32 
64 
128 2.8(-10) 
9.6(-7) 
6.6(-8) 
4.3(-9) 
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